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The speed hypothesis attempts to explain changes in

intellectual functioning with increased age by postulating a

mechanism at the level of the central nervous system. A

decline in this mechanism with age is assumed to affect

speed of performance of various tasks and cognitive

functioning in general. Correlational analyses of measures

of speed suggest that more than one mechanism may be

involved. Correlational or regression analyses of the

relationship between speed and fluid intelligence were in

general consistent with the speed hypothesis.

In this study the issue of structure of measures of speed

was addressed by conducting confirmatory factor analyses at

the level of first order and then at the level of second

order factors on 16 speed measures. Direct and indirect

effects of age on fluid intelligence (Gf) and on

v



crystallized intelligence (Gc) were estimated in several

path models which included age, education and subjective

health as exogenous variables. Speed, a mediating variable,

was modeled as a first order factor or as a second order

factor, in agreement with the confirmatory analysis.

The analyses were performed in a sample of 149 elderly

adults aged 58 to 73 and in a sample of 147 young adults

aged 18 to 33.

Confirmatory factor analyses found, as hypothesized, five

first order factors of speed in both age groups. Three

second order speed factors were necessary to account for the

relationships between the first order speed factors. The

path models investigated supported, in general, a speed

hypothesis in the older sample. The evidence for this in the

young subjects was weaker. Also, the analysis indicated

that, in old subjects, two factors of speed mediated

independently the effect of age on Gf, suggesting the

existence of a multitude of speed mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

Intellectual abilities, as amply documented by cross-

sectional, longitudinal and sequential approaches (e.g.,

Botwinick, 1977; Cunningham 1987; Schaie, 1983; Schaie &

Hertzog, 1983) vary among adults as a function of age.

Sequential analyses show that beyond certain ages, which

might be different for different abilities, there is a

steady decline with increased age independent of cohort

differences for the respective abilities (Schaie & Hertzog,

1983). There is also evidence, most of it cross sectional,

suggesting a decline in problem solving ability with age

(e.g., Reese & Rodeheaver, 1985) and in secondary memory

with increased age (e.g., Poon, 1985).

Convergent evidence indicates that a decline with age

is larger and is seen earlier in speeded than in unspeeded

intellectual tasks (e.g., Cunningham, 1988). Thus, Schaie

and Strother (1968) found steep longitudinal declines for

two highly speeded abilities—Verbal Fluency and Psychomotor

Speed. Cunningham (1988, 1989) found pronounced declines and

negligible cohort differences in the longitudinal Florida

Study for Symbolic Perceptual Speed and Figural Perceptual

Speed. Performance on other speeded tasks—Word Fluency and

1
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Expressional Fluency—also decreased with age but showed

larger cohort differences. In a subsequent study Cunningham

and White (1984) found the factor scores of Figural

Perceptual Speed to correlate higher than .7 with age across

two samples of old (ages 58 to 73) and young (ages 18 to 33)

adults. Symbolic Perceptual Speed appeared to be less

sensitive to age. This pattern of relatively steep declines

with age in speeded tasks is consistent with the pattern of

a steeper increase in covariances between speeded than

between unspeeded intellectual factors which has been

demonstrated in cross sectional (Cunningham, 1980) and in

longitudinal analyses (Cunningham, Smook, & Tomer, 1985).

The pattern of pronounced decline in speeded

intellectual factors is also consistent with a large body of

studies showing slowing with age in reaction times of

responses to different stimuli and in times of execution of

almost any activity which has been tested (e.g., Birren,

Woods, & Williams, 1980; Salthouse, 1985a). A few exceptions

to this pattern, however, have been found. Vocal RT as

suggested by at least part of the evidence does not slow

with increased age (Salthouse, 1985a). Lexical access time

as shown by priming studies (e.g., Cerella & Fozard, 1984;

cf. Salthouse, 1985b) is not affected systematically by age.

Speed of recall was found in certain circumstances to be

equal for young and old subjects (Macht & Buschte, 1984).

Young and old subjects were also found to be equally fast in
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forming incorporate a given pair of nouns

(Nebes & Andrews-Kulis, 1976). Finally no age differences

were found by Waugh (1980) in the rate of reading words.

The Speed Hypothesis

A major attempt to explain the decline in cognitive

functioning is Birren's hypothesis (e.g., Birren, 1964,

1965; Birren, Woods, & Williams, 1980). According to this

hypothesis; (a) There is a decline in the central nervous

system with increased age, and (b) As a result there is a

decline in intellectual functioning.

The hypothesis was first conceived by Birren in the

late forties and inspired many research projects of Birren

and his colleagues in the fifties and sixties (Cunningham,

in press). It reflects, in part a realization by Birren of

the importance of the evidence showing that the well-known

finding of slowing with age cannot be attributed to

peripheral—input or output—slowing. In fact, it had become

clear that slowing of encoding processes and of movements

executed in response to stimuli explain only a small part of

the overall slowing in a variety of tasks (Birren, 1964,

1965). To the extent that slowing was attributed to other

factors than the peripheral ones it was treated as a

dependent variable, a result of cognitive adaptations of an

organism which becomes increasingly more conservative

(Birren, 1964, p. 128). Birren understood that speed of

neural mechanism may be treated as primary at the level of
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behavior and can be used as an explanatory variable. The

computer metaphor used by Birren (Birren, 1965) according to

which speed of behavior is similar to operation speed in

computers and may be similarly used as a "primary

descriptive characteristic" (Birren, 1965, p. 195) has been

proved to be a fruitful model for describing changes in

cognitive functioning ever since (e.g., Salthouse, 1985b).

The speed hypothesis has received new impetus in the

seventies and eighties from several developments in the

field of intelligence and in the field of information

processing. A first development refers to what Eysenck

called "a Kuhnian revolution in the theory and the

measurement of intelligence" (Eysenck, 1986, p. 731). It is

related to the work of Jensen (e.g., Jensen, 1982) in the

United States and, quite independently, to the work of

others in Europe, in Germany (cf. Eysenck, 1987)

and represents in a large degree a return to the ideas of

Sir Francis Galton. The main concept is that intelligence is

a biologically determined cognitive ability. The

experimental work supportive of this notion indicated

substantive correlations between IQ scores and reaction

times. It was also observed that, when the number of choices

(or the amount of information) increases in a multiple

choice paradigm, the subjects' reaction time increases but

more so for low IQ subjects than for high IQ subjects. The

attempt to account for the relationship between speed and
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intelligence resulted in several similar models being

proposed (Eysenck, 1987; Jensen, 1982; Vernon, 1987). Thus,

Vernon in the "neural-efficiency” model (Vernon, 1987, p. 2)

assumed that the brain or short-term or working memory has a

limited capacity to store and process information. In

addition, there are processes of decay of information in the

absence of rehearsal. It is easy to understand the advantage

of speediness in these circumstances. In the model put

forward by Eysenck (1967, 1987) he asserts that there are

three components to the concept of IQ: mental speed,

persistence/and error checking, the first one being more

fundamental in accounting for individual differences in

intelligence (Eysenck, 1967; Eysenck, 1987, p. 27). The

first factor is supposed to be biological while the other

two are personality factors.

A similar approach was adopted by Hunt and his

colleagues (e.g., Hunt, 1978, 1983). Studying individual

differences in long-term memory access they found (Hunt,

Davidson, & Lansman, 1981) that reaction times from several

verification tasks correlated with verbal ability. Moreover,

reaction time measures formed a factor which was related to

the reading and vocabulary measures. Other evidence reviewed

by Hunt (1978) has shown that encoding processes (measured

using a letter identification task) correlate with verbal

ability and that scanning rates of a memory set correlate

with various measures of intelligence. Hunt proposed that



individual differences in cognition are based on three

factors: knowledge, individual's ability to manipulate

information (the "mechanics of information processing"—

Hunt, 1978, p. 128), and strategies. Verbal ability is,

according to the Cattell and Horn distinction (e.g.,

Cattell, 1987; Horn, 1978; Horn & Cattell, 1966), a

crystallized ability supposedly determined to a considerable

degree by cultural factors. Fluid intelligence—the ability

to make inferences, draw relations, and develop hypotheses—

is, on the other hand, assumed to be essentially genetically

determined. Hunt suggested that fluid intelligence and

mechanistic information processing show conceptual and

empirical affinities which make the study of their

relationship promising (Hunt, 1978, p. 125).

Given a speed of information processing theory of

intelligence, it is natural to propose a processing rate

theory of aging as has been done by Salthouse (1980, 1985b)

elaborating on the ideas of Birren. The first inclination

was to assume an aging organism which is like the young

organism but slower than it (Salthouse, 1985b, p. 296).

However, this simplified view does not take into

consideration the possibility of interactions in the

information processing system. In fact, in the same chapter

in which Salthouse suggests that aged people are similar to

young ones but slower (Salthouse, 1980) he proposes a memory

model which presents a more complicated situation. According
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to this model, given a task to memorize words, old people

rehearse the words more slowly than young people rehearse.

There is also a process of decay of memory traces proceeding
at the same speed in the young and the old. Assuming a slow

enough rehearsal rate in older people, it is possible to

reach a point where a trace is completely lost before the

next rehearsal, making this strategy no longer a viable

option for the elderly.

A distinction between a strong and a weak version of

the speed hypothesis was made by Cerella, Poon and Fozard

(1981). In the strong form of the hypothesis a single age-

related mechanism at the level of the central nervous system

slows down to the same extent all mental processes. A weaker

version allows for multiple mechanisms which are age-

dependent to different degrees and which affect different

sets of cognitive variables (Salthouse, 1985b).

Finally, a realistic model of cognitive change based on

the concept of processing rate should include also

adjustments and adaptations which may happen as a result of

slowing, as well as other variables such as strategy and

information which may affect the cognitive performance and

may be affected by it (Salthouse, 1985b, pp. 295-319).

Alternative Views and Criticisms

The new view of intelligence as (at least in part)

mechanic speed and the speed hypothesis as an explanation



for cognitive changes in aging have met with various

criticisms.

Sternberg (1985, pp. 301-304) argued against the view

that speed is a critical aspect of intelligence. He

emphasized that what is critical is resource allocation or

speed selection rather than speed per se. Thus, more

intelligent persons tend to spend relatively more time than

do less intelligent persons on higher-order planning and

less on lower-order planning (Sternberg, 1981). Similarly,
the more intelligent tend to spend relatively more time

encoding the terms of a problem (Sternberg, 1977) and tend

to spend more time trying to solve insight problems

(Sternberg & Davidson, 1982) in conditions of unlimited time

than less intelligent persons do. While these and other

examples advanced by Sternberg highlight the importance of a

"metacomponent" (Sternberg, 1985) dealing with the issue of

intelligent allocation of resources, it is not clear that

they conclusively show that "sheer speed" is not important

quickly important

when performing simple tasks such as reaction time or

perceptual speed tasks. Second, and possibly more important,

Sternberg's argument seems to confound two distinct issues:

the speed of answer issue and the speed of information

processing issue. A fast individual may still devote large

amounts of time to preparations, etc., but "elementary"

processes are most of the time executed by such an



individual faster than they are executed by a slower

individual.
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The speed hypothesis as an explanation of cognitive

change with increased age has also been criticized on the

basis of the exceptions to the phenomenon of slowing, on the

basis of the existence of a multitude of slowing models

(Botwinick, 1984), and also for the reason that the opposite

approach which tries to explain changes in speed on the

basis on other cognitive changes makes more sense

(e.g., Arenberg, 1980)

Kausler (1982, p. 258), for example, mentioned that if

a speed mechanism is truly universal then there should be no

exceptions to the phenomenon of slowing. There are, however,

notable exceptions which were mentioned above. Botwinick

(1984), reviewing the evidence for different models of

slowing (additive, multiplicative, exponential), concluded
%

that some functions may be described better by models of one

type while other functions are best described by models of a

different kind. This suggested the existence of more than

one mechanism of slowing. Botwinick maintained that in this

weaker form the speed hypothesis loses much of its value (p.

239). Also, Arenberg (1980) suggested that it is more

plausible to consider speed a result of efficient cognitive

processing, for example of a good strategy, rather than the

other way around.
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Other authors tended to play down the significance of

exceptions or the significance of having many

models competing to explain the data. Part of these results

may prove not to be genuine (Salthouse, 1985b). Should they

stand the scrutiny of additional and more powerful tests it

still seems that most of them may be subsumed under the

general category of automatic processing (e.g., lexical

access is a very well trained function). It might well be

the case that automatic processing, because it does not

require many information resources, is qualitatively

different from active processing (Hasher & Zachs, 1979;

Salthouse, 1985b). If so, automatic processing might be

unaffected by aging processes (Cerella, 1985; Salthouse,

1985b). In addition there is no strong evidence for a

"consequence view" (Botwinick, 1984, p. 230) according to

which slowing of behavior with age is a consequence of

changes and declines in the perceptual and cognitive systems

(Salthouse, 1985b, p. 302) .

The Present Study

The present study was conceived as an investigation of

two main aspects of the speed hypothesis: An examination of

the issue of the structure of measures of speed and an

examination, in the context of a causal model, of the

relationships between age, speed and fluid intelligence. The

data being analyzed were collected at the occasion of first
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testing in a longitudinal study on memory and intelligence

(White & Cunningham, 1987).

Several first order and one or more second order

factors of speed are assumed to subsume the

intercorrelations among scores on various tasks and tests

which were administered to a group of old and to a group of

young adults. These include reaction time and card sorting

tasks as well as perceptual speed tests. Confirmatory factor

analyses (Gorsuch, 1983) were undertaken to test the

hypotheses regarding the structure of the measures of speed

and to make comparisons between the two age groups. LISREL

(Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984) and the maximum likelihood

estimation method (Hayduck, 1988; Mulaik, 1972) were used in

these analyses.

The second part of the study uses structural equation

models (Hertzog, 1987) in order to evaluate models pertinent

to a speed hypothesis. In these models several independent

variables such as age and level of education are assumed to

affect fluid and crystallized intelligence either directly

or indirectly through a speed factor. A speed hypothesis

would predict that most of the decline in fluid intelligence

is mediated through a decline in speed. The inclusion of a

theoretical variable of crystallized intelligence makes

possible an integration between a speed hypothesis and

concepts taken from Cattell's theory (Cattell, 1987), also

contributing to the realization of a more complete model.
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Again, LISREL and the maximum likelihood estimation

procedure were the method of choice in the estimation of

these models with multiple indicators.

The following chapters provide a detailed literature

review as well as a description of the methodology,

analyses, results and interpretations. Chapter 2 presents a

literature review of the main findings regarding the two

general issues of this study: the dimensionality of the

measures of speed and the explanation of declines in

cognitive abilities on the basis of declines in speed of

information processing. Chapter 3 depicts the models

investigated and the hypotheses examined. A description of

the sample and of the tasks and procedure is provided in

Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the main analyses and findings

which are later interpreted and discussed in Chapter 6. In

addition, the reader may find in the Appendices a general

presentation of the topic of indices of fit as well as the

variance-covariance matrices on which the analyses are

based.



CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The speed hypothesis explains parsimoniously the fact

that behaviors mediated by the central nervous system,

almost without exception, slow down in the aging organism

and that the covariances between speed factors increase with

age. This chapter surveys the literature relevant to the

issue of change in the structure of speed measures with

increased age. The speed hypothesis also makes plausible the

possibility that a general slowing mechanism is evidenced by

a general factor of speed. The quest after such a factor has

been conducted mainly by a) regressing old subjects' scores

on young subjects' scores and b) by factor analyzing speed

and other measures. The literature relevant to this is also

reviewed in this chapter. In addition, the speed hypothesis

may explain changes in intellectual functioning with

increased age. Given that there are individual differences

in rates of age-related change and that these changes have a

common cause (slowing), one can expect increased covariances

on the cognitive variables influenced by this cause

(Hertzog, 1985, 1987). Moreover, partialling or parting-out

the speed variable should affect considerably the

relationship between age and the cognitive functions studied

13
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(Salthouse, 1985b). The body of literature relevant to these

issues is also reviewed here.

Cerella's Approach

Cerella attempted to answer the question "How many

slowing processes are there?" using a method proposed by

Salthouse (cf. Salthouse, 1985b) to assess the impact of age

on reaction time. Young subjects' reaction times on a given

task and older subjects' reaction time on the same task may

be considered to determine a point in a two-dimensional

space. Various tasks within a given experiment or across

experiments determine a multitude of points and linear

models relating young and older subjects' reaction times may

be evaluated as to their accuracy in reproducing the points

in the space. Cerella, Poon, and Williams (1980) used 189

information processing conditions (points in the two-

dimensional space) taken from 35 studies. They found that a

simple regression 01d=l.36*Young-.07 accounted for 90% of

the variance in the old subject data. Further refinements

are possible based on a distinction between sensorimotor and

mental tasks. Two regressions were constructed for the tasks

in each one of these categories. The results indicated that

the regression coefficient for sensorimotor tasks was much

lower than the regression coefficient for the mental tasks—

1.14 versus 1.62. The intercepts were close to zero

suggesting that multiplicative models may be adequate. Two

slowing mechanisms are suggested—one, modest in magnitude,
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operating at a peripheral level, and a second one at the

central level. These results are in basic agreement with

Birren's hypothesis. In a subsequent article Cerella (1985)

considered in more general terms the topic of fitting models

to points in a two-dimensional space in relation to the

issue of how many factors or mechanisms of slowing should be

postulated in order to account for the data. Instead of

using a one-factor or a two-factor linear model, one can

increase the number of parameters or factors in the model

and gain power. One can assume, for example, a distinct

regression line for each experiment. The number of

parameters in this case is two multiplied by the number of

studies. Conducting this kind of analysis Cerella was able

to predict 98% of the variance in old subjects' scores.

However, as Cerella has shown, this result may be reproduced

assuming that different experiments contain sensorimotor and

mental processes in different proportions and that these

processes slow with age to different degrees. Different

proportions, in addition to sampling error, produce

different regression lines. Cerella's conclusion is that,

for reasons of parsimony, one should adopt the simple two-

factor model involving one central mechanism of slowing.

Factor Analytical Studies

A second method that has been used to establish the

number of speed factors and the number of slowing mechanisms

is factor analysis of measures of speed and, occasionally,
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of other measures as well. Given a multiplicity of speed

factors, an assumption of multiple slowing mechanisms is

plausible. A speed hypothesis also enables some predictions

regarding the structure of these factors with increased age

and these predictions are somewhat different in the case of

a single slowing mechanism than in the case of multiple

mechanisms. Given that individuals slow down with increased

age at different rates and given that a central mechanism of

slowing is for this phenomenon with increased

age, several predictions are (Hertzog, 1985, 1987)

Factor covariances may be expected to increase with age.

Similarly, increased factorial variances should result. More

comprehensive and/or higher order factors are also more

likely to appear with increased age. If, on the other hand,

ultiple slowing mechanisms are at work, the change in

variances and covariances with increased age should be

rather nonuniform across different factors—for example

existent in some cases and not in others (Hertzog, Raskind,

& Cannon, 1986).

In one of the earlier factor analytical studies, Birren

and Morrison (1961) performed a principal component analysis

on 11 tests of WAIS including, in addition, age and

education. A sample of about 900 subjects, aged 25-64 was

used for this analysis. In the unrotated solution two

components accounted for most of the variance a

ability component which was not associated with age, and a



second component associated positively with several verbal

scores and negatively with several performance scores. The
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tests associated with the second component,

the digit symbol subtest, may be considered to

reflect speed. This analysis, therefore, has not

demonstrated the existence of a pure speed factor. Possible

reasons for this are the fact that unrotated solutions tend

to produce bipolar factors as well as the fact that WAIS is

a test that does not emphasize speed.

Birren, Riegel, and Morrison (1962) performed a study

which measured reaction times to stimuli of varying

complexity in a group of young and in a group of old

subjects. The study used 22 stimuli conditions including

tasks of varying complexity and as different as choice

reaction time versus word association. In all cases subjects

had to press a button according to instructions. A principal

components analysis of the data demonstrated the existence

of a general speed factor in the old but not in the young

subjects. The general factor had high loadings on tasks of

varying complexity and character and explained 44% of the

variance.

The existence of a general factor of speed was also

examined by Salthouse (1985b). Two studies conducted on

young college students were reported. One study included the

following types of speed tasks: perceptual speed tasks,

simple and choice reaction time tasks, Digit Symbol and
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tachistoscopic tasks. A second study included the same types

of tasks with the exception of the perceptual speed tasks.

The median correlations were low in both cases: .29 in the

first and .35 in the second study. The modest

intercorrelations suggest a multitude of speed factors, at

least in the young ages represented in these studies. These

results should be qualified however by the observation that

highly selected samples as those used in Salthouse's studies

are likely to be accompanied by restrictions in range and,

as a result, by reduced correlations.

White and Cunningham (1987), using an exploratory

factor analysis, found a multitude of speed factors in a

group of young and in a group of old subjects who were

tested (among other tasks) on simple RT, choice RT,

Sternberg RT, and card sorting. In both groups card sorting

was a separate factor. In the young group all Sternberg RT

tasks loaded on the same factor and simple RT and choice RT

on another factor. The factorial structure was more

complicated in the elderly subjects. Most important,

Sternberg RT tasks including spatial stimuli and Sternberg

RT tasks including verbal stimuli formed two distinct

factors.

A multitude of speed factors was also reported by

Hertzog and his colleagues (Hertzog, 1988; Hertzog, Raskind,

& Cannon, 1986). They examined age differences in making

semantic decisions in a group of young and in a group of old
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adults. A two-group confirmatory factor analysis established

the existence of a semantic memory access speed factor

distinct from a choice reaction time factor and from a

single reaction time factor. Moreover, this factor showed a

similar pattern in both age groups. The correlation between

this factor and the choice reaction time factor was greater

in the old group than in the young group. However the

semantic speed factor correlated less with the simple RT in

the older group. This lack of uniformity in the behavior of

the matrix of factor covariances (excluding some kind of

selection effects) is not consistent with the existence of a

single mechanism of slowing. In an additional study to be

reviewed in some detail in the next section, Hertzog (in

press) found two measures of speed—a perceptual speed

measure and an answer sheet measure—to be highly correlated

suggesting the existence of a second order factor of speed.

Cunningham and White (1983) analyzed a battery of tests

including measures of fluid and crystallized intelligence

and figural and symbolic perceptual speed abilities in a

group of young (18 to 33 years) and in a group of old

subjects. The confirmatory factor analysis indicated an

equal number of factors with a similar pattern across age

groups. More important for the present context, the

covariances between factors increased from a median of .42

to a median of .70. The covariance between figural and

symbolic perceptual speed factors increased from .53 to .72
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In the White and Cunningham (1987) study the factorial

covariances were relatively large in the young subjects.

However, the different factor structure in the two age

groups (see above) precludes a significant comparison.

Longitudinal data collected over a period of seven

years showed also an increase in the covariances between

highly speeded tests. Cunningham, Smook, and Tomer (1985)

presented data based on 100 older subjects who had taken a

battery of speeded tests twice over an interval of 7 years.

The factors analyzed in this paper were Symbolic Perceptual

Speed, Figural Perceptual Speed, Expressional Fluency and

Word Fluency. Each factor had three indicators, most of them

based on tests from the ETS kit of Factor Referenced Tests

(Ekstrom, French, & Harman, 1976). A longitudinal

confirmatory factor analysis has been performed using

LISREL. A model, restricting the factor loadings but not the

factor variances and covariances, was significantly better

(pc.01) than a model that restricted both to be equal but

only marginally (pc.05) worse than a model that allowed both

factor loadings and factor variances and covariances to be

free. The changes in the magnitude of factor covariances and

intercorrelations confirmed the results obtained in the

earlier cross sectional analysis (Cunningham, 1980): factor

covariances increased from a median of .35 to .47 and factor

intercorrelations increased from a median of .50 to .70. In

particular there was an increase in the magnitude of the
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Perceptual Speed. Another result of interest in this study
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refers to the magnitude of stability coefficients

(correlations within factors across occasion). While all

stability coefficients were high (.73 to .90), figural

perceptual speed had a relative low stability (.73)

indicating that for this variable interindividual

differences in intraindividual rate of change are maximal.

Tentative Conclusions on the Dimensionality of Slowing

While Cerella's approach produced one single central

factor of slowing, the evidence suggested by the factor

analytical studies is more congenial to the hypothesis of

multiple speed mechanisms, in other words to a weak form

(Cerella, Poon, & Fozard, 1981) of Birren's hypothesis.

The reasons for this discrepancy need still to be explored.

Several observations on this point seem pertinent. It is

possible that the regression method used by Cerella and his

colleagues is not very sensitive to the existence of more

than one central mechanism of slowing, when there

is one predominant central factor, or when speed factors

(processes) are represented in different tasks in comparable

proportions and/or change with age to a similar degree. On

the other hand it is not impossible that behind the

multiplicity suggested by factorial analyses there is still

a unity which may be possibly captured by higher order speed

factors. The central speed mechanism may be represented by a
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higher order factor rather than by a first order factor. The

magnitude of the intercorrelations among different speed

factors is important in judging the plausibility of a

general (second order) speed factor. In White and

Cunningham's study the correlations were about .5 to .6 for

the young subjects and .3 to .6 for the older subjects. High

but "imperfect" correlations between a perceptual speed

factor and a Thurstone PMA Answer Sheet speed factor are

reported by Hertzog (in press), referring to some

unpublished results. In Salthouse's studies in young

subjects (1985a) the intercorrelations between the speed

variables were relatively low. Together these findings

suggest that a general higher order speed factor might

exist, although, given the great variability of speed tasks,

its abstraction is difficult (cf. Salthouse, 1985b).

Slowing in Relation to Psychometric Abilities

Several groups of findings make a causal relationship

between a reduction in speed and a decline in intellectual

functioning plausible. First, as shown by many cross

sectional studies, there are positive correlations between

measures of speed and measures of intelligence (Salthouse,

1985b). While the magnitude of these correlations is not

generally very high, and while there are large differences

in the magnitude reported by different studies (for a review

see Salthouse, 1985b), this finding is consistent across

studies.
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Another set of relevant findings regards the fact that,

in general, a reduction in speed tends to precede declines

in intellectual functioning. Thus, Schaie & Strother (1968)

using sequential data found longitudinal age changes across

different cohorts for those variables (word fluency and

psychomotor speed) where response speed was important.

Subsequent analyses have confirmed this pattern (Schaie,

1983) .

Some other results come closer to the examination of a

causal model of relationships. Witt and Cunningham (1979),

analyzing data from the second author's master's thesis

(Cunningham, 1974; Cunningham & Birren, 1976), showed that

the pattern of intercorrelations between a highly speeded

relations factor and two unspeeded factors (a verbal and a

numerical factor from the Army Alpha Examination) is

consistent with the assumption of a causal relationship

between the speeded factor at an early time and the

unspeeded factors at a later time. The subjects were 32

males and females tested when they were young and then

retested 28 years later. The speeded factor at time one was

highly correlated (about .65) with the verbal and numerical

abilities at time two whereas each one of the two abilities

at time one was only weakly correlated (about .25) with the

relations factor at time two. While the "causal lag time"

may be criticized as too long it can be also argued that a

wide interval is needed to detect significant effects.
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The assumption of a causal relationship implies

increased covariances between speed factors and other

factors of psychometric intelligence with increased age.

This increase is similar to the increase in covariances

between different speed variables or factors which has

already been discussed. However, the focus in this section

is on the relationship between speed variables and other

intelligence factors which have no direct or evident

connection to speed. There are several pieces of evidence

suggesting that there is indeed an increase in covariances

(or correlations) with increased age. Birren (1965) reported

that the Wechsler Memory Scale and the speed of writing

digits showed essentially no correlation (-.01) in a group

of young adults but a significant correlation (.52) in a

group of old adults. Also, longitudinal comparisons with the

Army Alpha Examination (Cunningham & Birren, 1980) showed

increased intercorrelations between a highly speeded

relations factor and a verbal factor. The increase was

particularly dramatic—from independence to 50% of the

variance shared by the two factors. Other, cross sectional

results based on the ETS factor system showed that the

covariances between symbolic perceptual speed and figural

perceptual speed on one hand and fluid intelligence on the

other hand were markedly increased in the older group

(Cunningham & White, 1983). Increases in other covariances

(e.g., between fluid intelligence and verbal comprehension)
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were smaller. Additional longitudinal results showed also

increased covariances between these two factors of

perceptual speed and expressional fluency and word fluency

factors (Cunningham, Smook, & Tomer, 1985).

The last group of findings to be reported in this

section relates to the prediction that, given a causal

relationship between speed and fluid intelligence, the

relationship between age and intelligence should be weaker

after controlling for speed. The rationale behind this

approach was presented by Salthouse (1985b). Salthouse

argued that the best method to control statistically for

speed is partial correlation which enables an examination of

the relationship between age and a cognitive variable after

removing speed related variance from both. Other authors,

however (e.g., Horn, Donaldson, & Engstrom, 1981), argued

that it is artificial to remove variance from age and that a

part (or semipartial) correlation that removes speed-related

variance only from the cognitive variable should be used.

The location of processes which mediates changes in fluid or

crystallized intelligence is one of the main interests in

the work of Horn and his colleagues (Horn, Donaldson, &

Engstrom, 1981; Horn, 1982). They tested three samples of

middle-aged and older adults aged 20 to 60, residents of a

penitentiary, on a multitude of tasks

processes. The processes included in at least one of the

three studies were sensory detection, immediate
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apprehension, short-term memory, encoding organization,

attentiveness, concentration, hypothesis generation,

speediness, carefulness and persistence. The speed measures

included perceptual speed measures (two measures of

symbolic speed and one measure of figural perceptual speed)

and also measures based on the time spent in providing

(correct or incorrect) responses to items. Fluid

intelligence was measured using the Raven Progressive

Matrices Test, a letter series test, a paper folding test

and (in one study only) visual organization. Crystallized

intelligence was measured with vocabulary tasks, analogies

and remote associations. Variables at the factor level were

defined as simple unweighted linear combinations of the

relevant scores. The method of analysis was based on part

correlational procedures: the linear component predicted by

one or several process variable (e.g., by perceptual speed)

is removed from the relationship between age and

intelligence. If the process variable which is parted-out

mediates entirely the relationship between age and fluid

intelligence, a nonsignificant part correlation can be

expected. If, however, the part correlation is different

from zero but significantly lower than the bivariate

correlation between age and intelligence, the conclusion is

that the process may affect the relationship but cannot

explain it entirely. Parting out perceptual speed reduced

dramatically the correlation between age and fluid
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intelligence: Gf was found to decline in some analyses

(Horn, 1982) by 3.75 IQ points per decade. Controlling for

perceptual speed reduced this rate to 2.18 IQ points.

Interestingly, speed to correct or to incorrect answer was

not found to have the same effect. This kind of speed

correlated also at a low level with the perceptual speed.

Horn indicated that the relation between perceptual speed

and fluid intelligence might be mediated by an attentional

factor of concentration. This factor accounted for a similar

decline in Gf and also for much of the decline in perceptual

speed. Other processes were also found to contribute to the

decline in Gf—the ability to eliminate irrelevancies in

concept attainment, and also processes involved in

hypothesis formation.

A similar finding was obtained by Hertzog (in press)

using tests from the Educational Testing Services Reference

Kit and the Thurstone and Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities

(PMA) test in a group of older adults, ranging in age from

43 through 78 years. The speed factors included were

Perceptual Speed (based on two tests of symbolic and one

test of figural perceptual speed) and Answer-Sheet Speed.

Besides speed, the psychometric battery provided multiple

measures for Verbal Comprehension, Inductive Reasoning,

Spatial Orientation, Spatial Visualization, Flexibility of

Closure, Numerical Facility. Scores at the factor level were

computed by summing z scores for the relevant observed
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variables and re-standardization. The two measures of speed

correlated highly with each other supporting the existence

of a higher order factor of speed. Regression analyses have

been conducted using ability factor scores as dependent

variables and speed factor scores as independent variables.

Age (and age squared) have been entered in a second step,

sex in a third, and interactions in the last two steps of

the regression analysis. Both Perceptual Speed and Answer

Sheet Speed predicted significantly and independently the

ability factor. Although adding age to the speed predictors

resulted in a significant improvements in R2, the magnitudes

of this improvements were minimal. Of special interest are

the results for Induction. The unadjusted age differences

(based on the regression analysis) in Induction were about

two standard deviation from age 43 to age 78. Adjusted for

speed, the age differences were only half a standard

deviation. Numerical Facility and Verbal Comprehension

showed when adjusted for speed a positive age gradient

levelling off in old age. In general these results are

consistent with the results obtained by Horn and his

colleagues. A detailed comparison is difficult because of

methodological differences between the two studies. It

seems, however, that the relationship remaining between age

and fluid intelligence (induction) after adjusting for

speed, is weaker here than in Horn's study.
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The results are interpreted by Hertzog as supportive in

general of the position that cognitive slowing is associated

with declines of intellectual abilities. However, the

independent contribution of the two speed factors to the

variance in the cognitive variables suggests that more than

one mechanism of slowing is involved. Hertzog also mentions

unpublished factor analytical work showing that while the

Answer Sheet factor correlated highly with the Perceptual

Speed factor these two factors had different pattern of

correlations with other cognitive abilities. This finding

strengthens the conclusion that multiple processing speed

factors are involved in an explanation of slowing.

Schaie (in press) analyzed cross-sectional and

longitudinal data from the Seattle Longitudinal Study with

respect to Perceptual Speed and its relationship to the

primary mental abilities: Verbal Meaning, Spatial

Orientation, Inductive Reasoning, Number and Word Fluency.

The subjects included two large samples of more than 1600

and 600 adults. Longitudinal data were available for over

800 adults from the first sample. The ages represented were

22 to 91. Perceptual speed was measured using two

indicators: Identical Pictures test and Finding A's test.

Partial correlations between age and the five abilities were

computed by partialling out perceptual speed. The

correlations were all in the vicinity of zero. Partialling
out age from the relationship between speed and ability
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reduced also the correlations but to a lesser extent. In an

additional analysis the author examined the behavior of

residuals of abilities after regressing them on speed. In

the case of Inductive Reasoning the trend of decline with

age which had been found with the usual measure of Inductive

Reasoning was found with the residualized measures but in a

reduced degree. Moreover, this trend of reduced decline with

age was apparent in both the longitudinal and in the cross-

sectional analysis. An examination of the figure presented

by the author shows that in the range of about 50 to 80

years the longitudinal and the cross-sectional curves are

virtually identical and show almost no decline. Schaie

interpreted his data as providing "limited support" to

Salthouse's slowing of processing speed model.

Stankov (1988) has examined the relationship between

fluid and crystallized intelligence and attentional

abilities in a group of 100 subjects aged 20 to 70. One of

the attentional factors in this study was Search or

Perceptual/Clerical Speed with salient loadings from the

Number Comparison, Letter Comparison, And Search Time tests.

Other attentional factors were Concentration and Attentional

Flexibility. The author found a correlation of -.31 between

age and fluid intelligence, indicating a loss of about 3.1

IQ points of fluid ability per decade. However, the

relationship between age and fluid intelligence was greatly

reduced when attentional factors were parted-out. In
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particular, parting-out Search reduced the correlation from

-.31 to -.08 (a decline of -.08 IQ points per decade). An

even greater effect was obtained when Flexibility was

parted-out. Parting-out all three attentional factors led

to a positive relationship of .07 between age and Gf. The

results obtained using the same technique to examine the

relationship between age and crystallized intelligence

showed a different trend. Gc evidenced an increase with age

of about 2.7 IQ points of crystallized intelligence per

decade which increased to 3.6 and 3.7 after parting-out

Search and Concentration and to 4.8 after parting-out

Flexibility. These results are interpreted by Stankov as

indicating that changes in attentional processes mediate

changes in fluid and crystallized intelligence.

Salthouse (1985b) examined the relationship between

age, speed, and perceptual-spatial abilities. Two tasks were

selected for this purpose: the Gestalt Closure Test from the

ETS kit and a task involving the identification of computer¬

generated incomplete figures. In both cases the subject had

to identify the object represented by a distorting drawing.

Two age groups and point-biserial correlations were used.

Speed was measured by a digit symbol substitution test. The

findings showed no major reduction in the magnitude of the

correlation age-ability when controlling for speed versus a

great reduction of the correlation ability-speed when

controlling for age. Salthouse interprets the result as
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but is an independent correlate of age (Salthouse, p.351).

Speed and Memory Abilities
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As is the case with psychometric abilities, the speed

hypothesis predicts that controlling speed should reduce

substantially the correlation between age and memory. At the

same time, controlling age should not affect much the

correlation between speed and memory performance. Salthouse

(1985) reviewed the relevant research regarding these

predictions providing also data from a number of studies

performed in his own laboratory. Salthouse's work was based

on samples of 16 to 34 young adults aged 17 to 30 and a

comparable numbers of older adults aged 55 to 84. The digit

symbol substitution test, a reasonable indicator of symbolic

perceptual speed, served as the speed measure. Different

memory tasks were used: digit span, letter span, dual span

(including both digits and consonants), supra span

(involving the presentation of seven pairs of letters and

seven pairs of digits in several trials), free recall,

paired associates and spatial recall. The analysis is based

on a comparison of the correlations between age and

performance on the various tasks with the partial

correlations between the same variables after partialling
out speed. Similarly, correlations between speed and

performance are compared with the partial correlations

between these variables obtained by partialling out age.
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The results showed that, in general, the span measures

are consistent with the predictions. These results are

consistent with similar findings obtained by Birren and

Morrison (1961) and by Goldfarb (1941). The results

regarding free recall were less convincing, possibly because

of the increased importance of strategies of mediation in

this task. The recall performance and the paired

associate performance were inconsistent with the processing

rate hypothesis. Salthouse attempted to explain the first

inconsistency on the basis of the assumption that spatial

recall is a passive task whereas the measure for speed

(digit symbol) is a measure of active processing. No

satisfactory explanation was found for the second

inconsistency. The fact that age still accounted for a

substantial part of the variance in the paired associate

performance after controlling for speed (about 20% versus

about 50% in the zero order correlation) but only for much

lower percentages in the span measures was attributed by

Salthouse to the relative complexity of the first versus the

simplicity of the latter. In free recall strategies of

mediation, elaboration and organization may play an

important role and may overshadow to some extent the effects

of speed. This interpretation fits the rate processing model

developed by Salthouse (Salthouse, 1985b).

Other results were obtained by Horn, Donaldson, and

Engstrom (1981) in the study reviewed in the previous
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section. They included measures of primary memory, secondary

memory, free recall and incidental memory. In general these

measures behaved as predicted by the speed hypothesis.

Alternative Interpretations

The findings reviewed here, while supporting in general

a speed hypothesis (especially in the area of fluid

intelligence), do not exclude alternative interpretations.

It is possible to view a reduction in speed as a consequence

rather than as a cause of cognitive changes (e.g.,

Botwinick, 1984; Salthouse, 1985a, 1985b). Cognitive factors

that are frequently mentioned in this context are strategy

changes, differential motivations and age differences in

familiarity with tasks (Salthouse, 1985b). While this kind

of hypothesis can account for the positive correlations

between a reduction in speed and a decline in intelligence,

it cannot easily account for the large reductions in the

correlations between age and intelligence after controlling

for speed. Moreover, to make such an hypothesis plausible

one should be able to provide evidence showing a drastic

reduction in the correlation between age and intelligence

after controlling for, say, strategy. However studies on

this topic are lacking (Salthouse, 1985a, 1985b).

Another possible interpretation begins with the

observation that the studies that investigated the

relationship between speed and fluid intelligence were based

on cross-sectional data. The variable "age" represents a
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confound of two phenomena: chronological time and cohort.

Accordingly, it is possible that the relationship age—fluid

intelligence reflected in the first place mainly cohort

differences which were reduced after controlling for speed

because of a possible relationship between speed and cohort.

Semipartial correlations (or equivalent statistics) which

have been often used in these studies seem to be

particularly susceptible to this criticism. The reason is

that (the square of) a semipartial correlation in this

context represents the proportion of variance in Gf

accounted by age beyond that accounted by speed and this is

by necessity smaller than the proportion accounted by age in

Gf without the statistical control of speed. This is not

necessarily the case if partial correlations (or path

coefficients) are used. In this latter case speed is

partialled from age, not only from Gf. Partialling out speed

from both age and Gf still leaves substantial portions of

variance unaccounted for and one can expect, given that a

cohort explanation is true, that a substantial (partial)

correlation should obtain. In other words an explanation

based exclusively on cohort differences seems unlikely if

the correlation between age and Gf is small.

It is also possible to consider the relationship

between speed and intelligence as a consequence resulting

from the way intelligence is conceptualized (Hertzog, in

press). For example, the ability to solve arithmetical
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problems may be determined by a test that measures how fast

one can solve simple problems. According to this argument,

speed of processing information may be not a good predictor

of the ability to solve very difficult problems although it

may be a good predictor of the intelligence shown in solving

relatively trivial problems. Such an argument may rely on

Horn's finding that speed to correct answer is a poor

predictor of ability level (Horn, 1981, 1985) and that part

of the psychometric tests are of low difficulty. However,

some tests contain items of increasing difficulty up to high

levels of difficulty. As Cunningham (1987) indicated, what

stops subjects in timed tests of this nature is the

difficulty of the items rather than time itself. These later

items place greater information processing demands on the

person attempting them and, as a result, success on them is

more likely at increased speeds of information processing

(Vernon, 1987). Some empirical results confirm this

interpretation: The correlations of RTs with untimed IQ

scores have been shown performance

tests) to be of a similar magnitude as the correlations of

RTs with timed IQ scores (Vernon, 1987; Vernon, Nador, &

Kantor, 1985; Vernon & Kantor, 1986). While part of the

relevant research may be criticized (Sternberg, 1986), the

last results (Vernon & Kantor, 1986) are impressive.

The former argument can be reformulated in terms of a

performance-specific relationship between speed and
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intelligence: tests may emphasize speed too much and, as a

result, may penalize older subjects (Lorge, 1936; cf.

Cunningham, 1989). It seems that Cunningham's

counterargument holds in this case as well. The empirical

evidence on this point is rather scant. Hertzog (in press)

obtained an interaction between age and Answer Sheet Speed

in analyzing the PMA Verbal Meaning subtest indicating that

the speed of marking the answer sheets become increasingly
more important with increased age in determining the score.

However such an interaction was not found for other PMA and

ETS subtests. Also, as Hertzog remarks, the invariance in

number and pattern of intellectual factors across adult ages

(Cunningham, 1981, Hertzog & Schaie, 1986) is rather

inconsistent with this type of interaction.

Another possibility is that both speed of information

processing and cognitive abilities, such as fluid

intelligence, decline with increased age because both are

influenced by the same age-related mechanism. A candidate

for this is attention (Horn, 1982, 1985; Horn et al., 1981).

Some other findings are rather inconsistent with such a

possibility. Cornelius, Willis, Nessellroade, and Baltes

(1983) performed a confirmatory factor analysis on data

obtained from a group of 83 older people. The analysis was

based on the hypothesis of four factors representing the

abilities: fluid intelligence, intelligence,
short term acquisition-retrieval and perceptual speed. These
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variables have been measured using 17 tests. Other 11 tests

easured 4 attention factors: decoding processes, selective

attention , attention switching and concentration. The

loadings were fixed for the ability factors at the levels

indicated in a previous analysis while the attention

variables were allowed to load freely on these four factors.

The expectation was that they will load mainly on fluid

intelligence and on short term acquisition-retrieval.

However, three of the four attentional factors loaded highly
on the perceptual speed factor. The authors interpreted

these findings as showing that changes in attention with age

occur independently of changes in fluid intelligence,

crystallized intelligence or memory.

Finally, the results reviewed in this chapter are

compatible with more complex models relating age, speed of

information processing and additional variables. The

additional complexity may be at the level of the independent

variables (age, etc.) by allowing variables other than age

per se to affect speed of information processing. An example

is Birren's notion of a secondary factor

processes (Birren, 1965). Also variables

strategy, motivation, adjustments, etc. may affect and/or

mediate the relationship between speed and cognitive

performance (Salthouse, 1985b). Cognitive abilities may also

be related one to another. An example is fluid and

crystallized intelligence. These relationships may also be
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considered in more comprehensive models. Indeed one should

explain why, for example, there are declines in fluid

intelligence corresponding to reductions in speed but

apparently there are no analogous declines in crystallized

intelligence with age (e.g., Horn et al., 1981). Finally,
even an influence of cognitive declines on speed of

information processing, possibly via additional variables

such as depression, is not incompatible with the claim that

the main path of causality goes in the opposite direction.

Obviously the scientific community is still far away from

being able to construct and evaluate properly complex models

of this type.

Summary

The studies reviewed in this chapter allow several

tentative conclusions in regard to the two main issues

discussed: the dimensionality of the speed measures in

relation to age and the plausibility of an explanation of

cognitive change based on a reduction in the speed of

processing information.

1. Most of the evidence favors a multidimensional view

of speed measures (e.g., White and Cunningham, 1987). In

addition, while the covariances between different speed

measures at the factor level typically increase with

increased age as predicted by the speed hypothesis there is

some evidence that this change is not uniform across a set

of speed factors (Hertzog et al., 1986). The
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multidimensionality of speed measures and the lack of

homogeneity in the rate of change with age suggest the

existence of multiple mechanisms of slowing possibly

mediating the relationship of age with other cognitive

variables (Hertzog, in press).

2. Other evidence, however, favors a more parsimonious

view. Cerella's results, in particular, are consistent with

the existence of one central mechanism of slowing (in

addition to a peripheral mechanism explaining slowing at the

input-output level). Cerella's results may conceivably be

reconciled with other results obtained with factor

analytical procedure at a higher level of analysis: it is

possible that a higher order factor of speed represents or

captures the central mechanism of speed. Although it is

difficult from the perspective of one higher order factor to

interpret nonuniform changes in factorial covariances as

those obtained by Hertzog, parsimony considerations require

examination of the possibility that higher order speed

factors are better measures of information processing.

3. There is evidence (most of it based on the analysis

of the intercorrelations between age, speed and cognitive

abilities) suggesting that a reduction in speed of

processing information mediates the decline in cognitive

ability with increased age. This evidence is relatively

strong for fluid intelligence and its components (inductive

reasoning, etc.). However, other interpretations of this
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relationship are possible. In particular, it is arguable

that other factors than speed, possibly attentional factors,

explain both the decline in speed and the change in

cognitive abilities with increased age (Horn, 1982; Horn et

al., 1981).



CHAPTER 3
THE PROPOSED MODELS

The approach described in a general way in the

introductory chapter is a two-stage approach. In the first

stage the factorial structure of the speed measures is

considered. Of particular importance in this stage is the

existence of a higher order speed factor. The prediction

based on the speed hypothesis of increased covariances with

increased age may be examined at the level of first order
#

factors and also at the level of second order factors.

In the second stage a model based on the speed

hypothesis and on the theory of crystallized and fluid

intelligence (Cattell, 1987) is examined. A basic question

addressed in this part is whether a model that assumes that

speed mediates the relationship between age and fluid

intelligence and that fluid intelligence mediates the

relationship between speed and crystallized intelligence

fits the data reasonably well. Given that this is so, a

further important question refers to the magnitude of the

path relating age directly to fluid intelligence. The

processing rate theory as well as empirical findings suggest

that this path should be of small magnitude such that the

42



bulk of the influence of age on fluid intelligence passes

through a speed variable.
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Figure 3-1 depicts the model defining five first order

factors of speed: Symbolic Perceptual Speed (SPS), Figural

Perceptual Speed (FPS), Choice Reaction Time (CRT),

Sternberg Reaction Time (STRT), and Card Sorting (CS). Four

factors have three indicators each. Sternberg Reaction Time

has four indicators. The tests on which these indicators are

based are described in Chapter 4. The model assumes a simple

structure: each variable loads on one factor and has a

loading fixed to zero on the other factors. This model is

suggested by the previous analyses of these data (Cunningham

& White, 1983; White & Cunningham, 1987). Confirmatory

factor analyses using LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984) can

be conducted in both age groups in order to estimate the

free parameters of the model (factor loadings,

variances corresponding to the error terms of each observed

variable, correlations between factors) as well as to obtain

an evaluation of the fit of the model to the data (matrix of

correlations or covariances between the observed variables)

on which the model is based. Correlation matrices are used

as input and the scale for the latent variables (factors) is

established by fixing the variances of the factors to unity

in the Phi matrix (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984). The off-

diagonal elements of this matrix are correlations (or

covariances) between factors and they are estimated by the
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program. The LISREL program supplies a Chi-square statistic

which can be used as a test for the correspondence of the

model to the data (Hayduck, 1988; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984).
%

This Chi-square may be also related to the degrees of

freedom of the model to obtain an index of goodness-of-fit

and other indices of goodness of fit are provided by the

program or may be computed (see Appendix A).

Moreover, it is possible to perform simultaneous

confirmatory factor analyses in both age groups to test the

hypothesis of increased covariances in the older subjects.

This hypothesis may be considered versus a null hypothesis

of equal variances-covariances. In more general terms,

models with constraints on their parameters across the two

age groups may be compared with models without all or part

of these constraints. Previous analyses of this kind

(Cunningham, Smook, & Tomer, 1985) have shown that a very

restricted model which assumes equality of factor loadings,

as well as equality of factor variances-covariances and

equality of specificities of the observed variables across

two age groups does not fit data well. Moreover, such a

odel may be improved by relaxing some of the constraints.

Thus, a model which does not assume equality of

specificities may be expected to fit the data better. In a

technical sense, the first model is nested in the second

model (Bentler & Bonnet, 1981; Mulaik, in press). Two nested

models may be compared by using the difference between the
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Chi-squares reported by the LISREL program as a statistic.

This difference itself has a Chi-square distribution with a

number of degrees of freedom equal to the difference between

the number of degrees of freedom of the compared models. By

repeating this operation a series of models nested one

within another is obtained. According to previous results it

is expected that a model may be sequentially improved by

relaxing first the constraint on specificities and next the

constraint on equality of variances-covariances. No further

significant improvement is expected as a result of relaxing

the constraint on factor loadings. The comparative analyses

are based on variance-covariance matrices which have been

rescaled using by the pooled mean of the variances in the

two age groups (Cunningham, 1978).

Figure 3-2 depicts a model based on a second order

factor of speed. In this simple model the second order

factor explains the intercorrelations (or covariances)

between the first order factors. In the LISREL notation a

second order factor is an exogenous, Ksi variable

determining the first order factors which are endogenous Eta

variables. One of the path coefficients from the second

order factor to the first order factors is fixed to one in

order to determine the scale for the second order factor

Some of the factors considered here are more similar to

one another than to other factors. Specifically Figural

Perceptual Speed is more similar to Symbolic Perceptual
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Speed than to other factors and Choice Reaction Time is more

similar to Sternberg Reaction Time than to other factors. It

is possible to conceive a model where there is a second

order factor explaining only part of the relationships

between factors. In this more complicated model there are

intercorrelations between the residual terms of

"similar” factors: between Figural and Symbolic Perceptual

Speed and between Choice RT and Sternberg RT. Formally, this

model is equivalent to a model postulating three second

order factors (Figure 3-3). A second order factor—

Perceptual Speed—has as corresponding first order factors

Figural Perceptual Speed and Symbolic Perceptual Speed.

Another second order factor correspond to Choice Rt and

Sternberg Rt as first order factors. Finally, in this case

the "second order" factor—Card Sorting is identical with

the first order factor. In this model the three second order

factors "explain" the correlations between the first order

factors and the off-diagonal covariances between the

residuals (specificities) of the first order factors are set

to zero in the Psi matrix.

A second order factor model may be considered nested in

a first order factor model and therefore can be evaluated in

relation to it in the usual way. Moreover, the first, more

restricted second order factor model, may be evaluated in

comparison with the second, less restricted second order

factor model in which certain residuals from the first order
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factors are correlated. The model with three second order

factors, being equivalent to the less restricted model with

one second order factor, may not be considered an

explanation of this latter model and it cannot be validated

in the usual way by showing that it fits the data as well as

the single-factor model. However, this model presents some

interest since it allows the use of alternative latent

to

variables for speed in the path models.

The basic path models relating age to fluid

intelligence (Gf) and Gf to crystallized intelligence are

illustrated in Figures 3-4, 3-5. They may be described in

terms of their components: the structural model

the paths between the latent variables and the measurement

model referring to the relationships between the latent

variables and the observed variables (Joreskog & Sorbom,

1984). In the model depicted in Figure 3-4 (omitting the

measurement model) age and education are independent,

exogenous variables. Speed, Gf and Gc are endogenous latent

variables. Speed mediates the relationship between age and

Gf and Gf mediates the relationship to Gc. In addition, age

and education are allowed to relate to all three latent

variables. In a slightly more complicated model presented in

Figure 3-5 (omitting again the measurement model) an

additional exogenous variable—subjective health—is

allowed to relate to the three endogenous variables. A model
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with subjective health is of particular importance for older

subjects.

The two basic path models are constructed on the basis

of the speed hypothesis. Of particular interest, as

explained above, is the path from age to Gf. According to

the speed hypothesis this path should be of modest magnitude

such that most of the effect of age to Gf passes through a

latent variable of speed. A strong version of the speed

hypothesis will predict in fact that this path is not

significantly different from zero. The LISREL program

provides t-values for the estimated parameters which allows

us to confirm or disconfirm this prediction. An equivalent

formulation following: The

nested model obtained by fixing the path coefficient for the

path age—Gf to zero is not significantly worse then the

more relaxed model. A somewhat weaker interpretation of the

speed hypothesis allows for a significant path coefficient

for the path from age to Gf but requires that most of the

effect of age on Gf will be through the mediation of one or

more speed variables measuring speed mechanisms. The latent

variable of speed in these models may be any of the first

order speed factors or second order speed factors obtained

in the confirmatory factor analysis. It is also possible to

"insert” in the basic models more than one speed factors. In

this way a multitude of models to be estimated may be

obtained from the basic models.
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The models also integrate elements of the theory of

fluid and crystallized intelligence (e.g., Cattell, 1987)

which predicts a relationship between the two forms of

intelligence as well as a causal influence from education to

crystallized intelligence. It can be expected in fact that

the effect of education on Gc is larger than the effect on

Gf. The paths from education to Gc and to Gf were allowed to

be estimated by the program. A possible impact of education

on speed of information processing is suggested by some

findings (Botwinick & Storandt, 1974), and this path

coefficient is also estimated in these models.

One of the two basic models includes health based on

self assessment as an exogenous variable (subjective

health). There is evidence indicating that impaired health,

as indicated by cardiovascular disorder is related to slower

reaction times (Birren, Woods, & Williams, 1980). Since

subjective health was found to be a valid predictor of

mortality (LaRue, Banks, Jarvik, & Hetland, 1979; Mossey &

Shapiro, 1982), we can expect it to affect the speed

variable in these models. Although the relationship between

health and intellectual functioning is not yet clear, there

is evidence suggesting that physical health is predictive of

maintenance of intellectual functioning (Schaie & Hertzog,

1986). Therefore, subjective health was allowed in these

models to affect Gf and Gc.



In LISREL's terminology the path coefficients going

from the exogenous to the endogenous variables are included

in the Gamma matrix. The Beta matrix includes relationships

among endogenous variables. In these terms the Gamma matrix

was specified to be free and allowed to be estimated. In the

Beta matrix were estimated the paths from speed to Gf and

from Gf to Gc. Other coefficients were fixed in this matrix

to zero. The endogenous variables also have residuals or

error terms. To obtain identified models the covariances

between these residuals should be fixed to zero. In LISREL

this is done using the Psi matrix which includes the

variances-covariances of these residuals. Accordingly, the

off- diagonal elements of this matrix were fixed to zero.

The diagonal elements residual variances were

allowed to be estimated

The structural models with second order factors of

speed are somewhat more complicated. A second order factor—

itself an endogenous, Eta variable—is related to Gf, Gc and

to the exogenous variables in the same way a first order

factor is related. However, in addition, this factor

determines first order factors of speed. The paths from the

second order factor to the first order factors are

represented in the Beta matrix. The residuals of the first

order factors are intercorrelated (in the Psi matrix) in the

way they were in the confirmatory factor analysis.
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At the level of the measurement model for the path

models several comments are necessary. Age, education and

subjective health are all measured on the basis of self

report and are considered to be measured without error. The

relationships between the exogenous latent variables and

their indicators are expressed in the Lambda X matrix and

the variances-covariances of the residuals of the exogenous

variables in the Theta Delta matrix. In our case in which

the latent variables are "identical" with the observed

variables the identity is realized fixing to unit the

diagonal in the Lambda X matrix and fixing to zero the

elements of the Theta Delta matrix. Multiple indicators,

especially in the case of subjective health would have been

preferable. However, there is evidence that a single self-

report item like the one used in the Memory and Intelligence

study (see Chapter 4) has good validity and reliability (cf.

Mossey & Shapiro, 1982).

The endogenous variables each have several indicators.

The relationships between these indicators and the

endogenous latent variables are represented in the Lambda Y

matrix. The observed matrices have also

"whose" variances-covariances form the Theta Epsilon matrix

Gf is measured by four indicators, and Gc is measured by

three indicators all of which are well-established tests

with satisfactory psychometric properties (Ekstrom, French,

& Harman, 1976). A detailed description is provided in
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Chapter 4. The indicators for speed (three or four) vary

according to the speed factor used in the model and are also

well-established measures. A description of them is provided

in Chapter 4. The indicators for speed (as a first order

factor) and for fluid and crystallized intelligence are

allowed to load freely on the appropriate factors in the

Lambda Y matrix with the exception of one loading which is

fixed to unity in order to determine the metrics for the

latent variables (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984). All other

loadings are fixed to zero. The variances for the

specificities of the observed variables are estimated

assuming that the specificities are not intercorrelated. The

Theta Epsilon matrix is therefore diagonal and free,

program. The covariances between these residuals in the

Theta Epsilon matrix were fixed to zero.

In cases where a second order factor was used this

factor corresponds to a column of zeros in the Lambda Y

matrix while the first order factors correspond to columns

defined in the way explained above.

The path models were applied to the two age groups.

However, since almost no variability in subjective health

was found among young subjects, models including subjective

health were estimated only in old subjects.



CHAPTER 4
METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were 150 young adults aged 18 to 33 and

150 old subjects aged 58 to 73 which have been tested for

the Intelligence and Memory study (White & Cunningham,

1987). Both the young and the old subjects were residents of

the Gainesville area who responded to advertisements in

local newspapers and were paid $12 for their participation

in the study. Four subjects, three young and one old with

missing data on two or more variables corresponding to a

given factor were deleted. For eight other subjects with

missing data, the corresponding means for the age groups

have been used. The analyses reported here are based on 147

young subjects (Mean age= 24.9, SD=4.4) and 149 old subjects

(Mean age=65.3, SD=4.2). The young group included 69 males

and 78 females. The old group include 50 males and 99

females. The young subjects had a mean education of 15.3

years of school (SD=3.1). Eighty four of them (57.1%) were

students. Those of them who were attending school were in

general younger than the others—the average age was about

23 years for the first versus about 28 years of age for the

latter. The old subjects had a mean education of 15.0
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(SD=3.4). 21 of them (14.1%) were still studying. The

subjective health of the subjects was evaluated on a scale

59

from 1 (excellent) to 4 (poor). The mean subjective health

of the young subjects was 1.64 (SD=.54) while the

corresponding mean for older subjects was 1.76 (SD=.73). The

difference is not significant. Subjects were asked to report

various cardiovascular problems. About 6% of the younger

subjects reported hypertension versus 32% of the older

subjects who reported it. These results are close to the

incidence for this condition in the general population in

the U.S., 1981 for the respective age groups: 5.4% in the

age category 17 to 44 and 37.9% for the age category 65+

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1984). Other cardiovascular

conditions are also typical of the general population of the

: less than 1% (one subject) had a stroke,

no one had a heart attack and about 5% suffered from angina.

The corresponding rounded percentages in the old subjects

are: 5% for strokes, 11% for heart attacks and 13% for

angina

Tasks and Tests

Speed Tasks

The speed measures included in the present analyses

belong to five categories that represent distinct factors or

abilities: Symbolic Perceptual Speed (SPS), Figural

Perceptual Speed (FPS), Choice Reaction Time (CRT),

Sternberg Reaction Time (STRT) and Card Sorting (CS).
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Symbolic Perceptual Speed represents the ability to

scan and compare quickly patterns of symbols. Figural

Perceptual Speed represents the ability to make fast

comparisons between patterns with a figural content. Tests

of perceptual speed are often used as measures of speed

(e.g., Horn et al., 1981) but are considered to mark also an

intellectual ability (Ekstrom, French, & Harman, 1976).

Earlier work produced equivocal results regarding the

separation of Figural and Symbolic Perceptual Speed (Ekstrom

et al., 1976). Work of Cunningham and his associates

(Cunningham & Richardson, 1978; Cunningham & White, 1983)

demonstrated the existence of two separate factors as

predicted by Guilford (1967) in his Structure of Intellect

model. This conclusion was further externally validated by

the finding of higher correlations between age and Figural

Perceptual Speed (Cunningham, 1989; Cunningham & White,

1984; Schaie, in press).

The reaction time tasks were presented on the screen of

a TRS-80 Radio Shack microcomputer. They included simple and

choice reaction times which were assumed to load on the same

factor (White & Cunningham, 1987). Sternberg reaction times

symbol form

factor. The Intelligence and Memory Study included also

Sternberg reaction times with a content but these

were not included in the present analyses because there were

only two measures of this type and because their factorial
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structure may be different in the old in contrast to the

young adults (White & Cunningham, 1987). The reaction time

tasks are often used in the study of slowing of behavior

with increased age as well as in the study of speed in

relation to intellectual functioning.

Card sorting tasks were considered to define an

additional fifth factor (White & Cunningham, 1987). These

tasks are also used in the study of slowing with increased

age and, more generally, in the study of selective

attention.

The following list details the tasks for each one of

the five categories.

Symbolic Perceptual Speed included:

1. Finding A's Test (PI), (French, Price, & Ekstrom, 1963).

The subjects had to find which words out of a given list

contain the letter 'a'.

2. Number Comparison Test (P2) from the Educational Testing

Service (ETS) kit of reference tests for cognitive factors

(French, Price, & Ekstrom, 1963) involved a comparison of

pairs of numbers to establish identity.

3. Letter Comparison Test (P4). This is an unpublished test

developed by Walter Cunningham at the University of Florida.

The test requires subjects to make comparisons between pairs

of strings of letters to establish identity.

Figural Perceptual Speed included:
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1. Identical Pictures Test—part 1 (P31) from the ETS kit of

reference tests for cognitive factors. Subjects had to

decide which out of five possible figures are identical to a

given figure.

2. Identical Picture Test—part 2 (P32). This part from the

test referenced above was used as an indicator of figural

perceptual speed in addition to part 1.

3. Perceptual Speed Test (PSC), (Guilford & Zimmerman,

1948). The test reguires subjects to match objects arranged

in groups of four at the left of the page to identical

objects arranged in groups of five at the right of the page.

Choice RT included:

1. Simple Reaction Time (SRT). Subjects were instructed to

respond to the onset of the letter "X" which appeared on the

screen on each trial one second after a warning signal +.

There were five practice trials and 20 test trials. In this

and in the following simple and choice reaction time tasks

the dependent variable was the median time to respond to the

onset of the stimulus on the screen. Response times of less

than 100 msec were not included in the computation of median

reaction times.

2. Choice Reaction Time (CRT1). Subjects were instructed to

press a key when the letter "T" was presented but to refrain

from pressing the key when the letter "B" was presented.

There were five practice trials followed by 20 test trials,

half of them positive and half of them negative.
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3. Choice Reaction Time (CRT2). Subjects were instructed to

press a key when the letter "F" or "J" was presented but to

refrain from pressing the key when the letters "S" or "W"

were presented. There were 7 practice trials and 25 test

trials, 13 of them positive.

Sternberg reaction time tasks based on a modified

version of Sternberg's (1975) memory scanning tasks included

four tasks with a symbolic content—two with a word content,

one with a letter content and one with a number content. In

these tasks subjects were instructed to retain a memory set

of three stimuli which was presented twice to ensure better

recall. They had to press a "yes" key when the stimulus on

the screen was a positive instance of the memory set and a

"no" key when the stimulus was not included in the memory

set. Each task included six practice trials and eighteen

test trials, nine requiring positive responses and nine

requiring negative responses. Median times were recorded for

correct positive and negative responses as well as for

incorrect positive and negative responses. The analyses here

are based on the positive correct responses. The four tasks

1. Sternberg Reaction Time 1 (MFW). This task was based on

words taken from the Thorndike and Lorge (1944) word

frequency norms. The positive and negative instances were

selected from medium frequency (MFW) lists.
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2. Sternberg Reaction Time 2 (HFW). This task was similar to

MFW but the stimuli were selected from the high frequency
lists of the Thorndike and Lorge word frequency norms.

3. Sternberg Reaction Time 3 (NPR). In this task the memory

set included number pairs.

4. Sternberg Reaction Time 4 (LPR). In this task the memory

set include letter pairs.

Card sorting. The tasks involved sorting playing cards

into several categories. The times to completion was

measured using a stop watch. Three tasks were included:

1. Card Sorting 1 (CS1) required to sort the cards into two

piles according to color.

2. Card Sorting 2 (CS2) required to sort the cards into four

piles according to suit.

3. Card Sorting 3 (CS3) required to sort the cards into

thirteen piles according to rank.

Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence

Several of the intelligence tests used in the

Intelligence and Memory project fit the classic distinction

(Cattell, 1987; Horn, 1978) between fluid intelligence (Gf)

and crystallized intelligence (Gc) and were used in the

present study for the purpose of measuring these two

dimensions.

Fluid intelligence included the following tests:

1. Raven Progressive Matrices (PM), (Foulds & Raven, 1948).

The well known test was administered without any limitation
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on time. Subjects were encouraged however not to dawdle too

long on difficult questions.

2. Letter Series (LS) from Guilford and Hoepfner, 1971. The

test requested subjects to solve as many series of letters

as they could in a limited amount of time.

3. Number Series Completion (NS) from the Army Alpha

Examination (Guilford, 1938). The subjects had to complete

several series of numbers in a limited amount of time.4.Figural Relations Diagnostic Test (FR), (Plemons, Willis,

& Baltes, 1978). Subjects were given sequences of three

patterns and, for each one were requested to select out of

five patterns the one that best completed the

Crystallized intelligence was measured using three

1. Vocabulary Subtest (VOC) of the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale, (Wechsler, 1955).

2. Advanced Vocabulary Test (V5) from the Educational

Testing Service Kit of Factor Referenced Tests (French,

Ekstrom, & Price, 1963).

3. Information Subtest (INF) of the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale.

Other Variables

Additional (independent) variables included age,

education and subjective health. To determine age subjects

were asked: "What was your age on your last birthday?"
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Education was measured on the basis of the answer to the

question: "How many years did you go to school". Subjective

health was determined using the question: "In general, would

you say that your physical health has been: excellent, good,

fair poor, very bad?" A score of 1 was used to indicate

excellent health, 2 to indicate good health, etc. Additional

questions were asked in the case of education and subjective

health but they were not used in the present analyses.

Procedure

All the tasks were administered individually during two

consecutive days, each one of about three hours of testing.

Several breaks provided subjects opportunity to rest. The

testing procedure included the tasks described above as well

as additional tasks which were not analyzed here. All the

reaction time tasks and card sorting were administered

during the first day of testing. The reaction times tasks

and the card sorting tasks were administered in order of

increasing level of complexity to ensure gradual

familiarization of the subjects with the tasks. Fixed order

is standard procedure in correlational studies (White &

Cunningham, 1987). The perceptual speed tasks and the

crystallized intelligence tasks were all administered during

the second day of testing. Most of the fluid intelligence

tasks were also administered during the second day of

testing. An exception was Number Series which together with
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the other Army Alpha tests was administered during the first

day.



CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

This chapter presents the main results from the

estimation of the structural models delineated in chapter 3.

The observed variables on which the analyses are based have

been presented in Chapter 4. All reaction time and other

variables measured in time units have been transformed using

their reciprocals. In this way a double purpose has been

attained: the transformed variables have a distributions

closer to the normal distribution and all speed variables

are measured normality

the variables is important if one is to use meaningfully the

statistics provided by LISREL for the maximum likelihood

estimates (Mulaik, 1972). All path models with first order

factors of speed and comparative analyses are based on

covariances matrices as input. In several cases in which

second order factors were incorporated in a causal model the

use of correlation matrices served to avoid problems

encountered in running the models using covariance matrices.

Confirmatory factor analyses not including comparisons were

based on correlation matrices (Tables 5-1 and 5-2). In

general, analysis of covariance matrices may present some

advantages and avoid problems which may occur when
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Table5-1
CorrelationMatrixforOldSs

Variable

Age

Hlth

Edu

PI

P2

P4

P31

P32

PSC

SRT

CRT1

CRT2

MFW

Age

1.00

-.05

.22

-.02

-.18

-.01

-.22

-.22

-.25

-.12

-.22

-.08

-.01

Hlth

-.05

1.00

-.10

-.23

-.33

-.28

-.30

-.24

-.18

-.19

-.25

-.25

-.25

Edu

.22

-.10

1.00

.27

.13

.22

.17

.14

.16

.06

-.01

-.02

.09

PI

-.02

-.23

.27

1.00

.52

.63

.39

.57

.54

.23

.24

.29

.39

P2

-.18

-.33

.13

.52

1.00

.79

.56

.51

.56

.23

.30

.32

.42

P4

-.01

-.28

.22

.63

.79

1.00

.52

.58

.57

.30

.25

.35

.48

P31

-.22

-.30

.17

.39

.56

.52

1.00

.71

.69

.30

.38

.38

.33

P32

-.25

-.24

.14

.57

.51

.58

.71

1.00

.73

.34

.32

.35

.35

PSC

-.25

-.18

.16

.54

.56

.57

.69

.73

1.00

.45

.48

.46

.45

SRT

-.12

-.19

.06

.23

.23

.30

.30

.34

.33

1.00

.45

.48

.46

CRT1

-.22

-.25

-.01

.24

.30

.25

.38

.32

.35

.45

1.00

.59

.52

CRT2

-.08

-.25

-.02

.29

.32

.35

.38

.35

.42

.48

.59

1.00

.67

MFW

-.01

-.25

.09

.39

.42

.48

.33

.35

.43

.46

.52

.67

1.00

HFW

-.04

-.22

.04

.38

.35

.42

.38

.39

.52

.45

.58

.67

.78

NPR

-.04

-.15

.10

.35

.30

.40

.37

.35

.44

.45

.49

.62

.77

LPR

-.18

-.12

.05

.36

.33

.45

.42

.41

.49

.36

.47

.49

.65

CS1

-.05

-.27

.10

.44

.45

.49

.53

.51

.60

.36

.43

.50

.53

CS2

-.15

-.25

.14

.50

.42

.51

.50

.54

.57

.33

.34

.45

.53

CS3

-.17

-.22

.06

.42

.43

.42

.51

.48

.48

.33

.46

.48

.51

PM

-.05

-.24

.37

.50

.47

.48

.52

.54

.48

.33

.36

.36

.31

LS

-.11

-.18

.31

.48

.52

.57

.58

.55

.55

.34

.31

.43

.36

NS

-.02

-.17

.38

.44

.45

.49

.48

.43

.41

.29

.33

.31

.32

FR

-.12

-.16

.26

.43

.41

.45

.45

.43

.43

.30

.26

.31

.36

VOC

.16

-.12

.49

.41

.29

.39

.32

.35

.37

.18

.29

.22

.30

V5

.26

-.11

.56

.35

.18

.35

.24

.27

.27

.20

.20

.20

.26

INF

.14

-.12

.54

.40

.25

.40

.34

.35

.36

.20

.25

.26

.34



Table5-1—continued

Variable

HFW

NPR

LPR

CS1

CS2

CS3

PM

LS

NS

FR

VOC

V5

INF

Age

-.04

-.04

-.08

-.15

-.05

-.17

-.05

-.11

-.02

-.12

.16

.26

.14

Hlth

-.22

-.15

-.12

-.27

-.25

-.22

-.24

-.18

-.17

-.16

-.12

-.11

-.12

Edu

.04

.10

.05

.10

.14

.06

.37

.31

.38

.26

.49

.56

.54

PI

.38

.35

.36

.44

.50

.42

.50

.48

.44

.43

.41

.35

.40

P2

.35

.30

.33

.45

.42

.43

.47

.52

.45

.41

.29

.18

.25

P4

.42

.40

.45

.49

.51

.42

.48

.57

.49

.45

.39

.35

.40

P31

.38

.37

.42

.53

.50

.51

.52

.58

.48

.45

.32

.24

.34

P32

.39

.35

.41

.51

.54

.48

.54

.55

.43

.43

.35

.27

.35

PSC

.52

.44

.49

.60

.57

.48

.48

.55

.41

.43

.37

.27

.36

SRT

.45

.45

.36

.36

.33

.33

.33

.34

.29

.30

.18

.20

.20

CRT1

.58

.49

.47

.43

.34

.46

.36

.31

.33

.26

.29

.20

.25

CRT2

.67

.62

.49

.50

.45

.48

.36

.43

.31

.31

.22

.20

.26

MFW

.78

.77

.65

.53

.53

.51

.31

.36

.32

.36

.30

.26

.34

HFW

1.00

.72

.66

.57

.53

.55

.37

.43

.35

.34

.27

.21

.25

NPR

.72

1.00

.75

.45

.47

.41

.32

.36

.29

.31

.25

.23

.26

LPR

.66

.75

1.00

.48

.52

.50

.35

.41

.34

.33

.27

.20

.22

CS1

.57

.45

.48

1.00

.79

.70

.48

.46

.47

.39

.40

.31

.37

CS2

.53

.47

.52

.79

1.00

.75

.45

.45

.44

.38

.39

.31

.35

CS3

.55

.41

.50

.70

.75

1.00

.46

.47

.47

.47

.40

.33

.21

PM

.37

.32

.35

.48

.45

.46

1.00

.67

.73

.52

.61

.58

.61

LS

.43

.36

.41

.46

.45

.47

.67

1.00

.63

.53

.39

.39

.39

NS

.35

.29

.34

.47

.44

.47

.73

.63

1.00

.54

.58

.57

.61

FR

.34

.31

.33

.39

.38

.47

.52

.53

.54

1.00

.35

.33

.40

VOC

.27

.25

.27

.40

.39

.40

.61

.39

.58

.35

1.00

.85

.79

V5

.21

.23

.20

.31

.31

.33

.58

.39

.57

.33

1.00

.85

.79

INF

.25

.26

.22

.37

.35

.21

.61

.39

.61

.40

.79

.83

1.00

Note:Thelettersdenotethefollowingvariables:Hlth—Subjectivehealth;Edu— Education;PI—FindingA's;P2—NumberComparison;P4—LetterComparison;P31andP32 —IdenticalPictures(part1and2);PSC—PerceptualSpeed;SRT—SimpleRT;CRT1and CRT2—ChoiceRT;MFW,HFW,NPRandLPR—SternbergRT;CS1,CS2andCS3—CardSorting; PM—ProgressiveMatrices;LS—LetterSeries;NS—NumberSeries;FR—FiguralRelations; VOC—WAISVocabulary;V5—AdvancedVocabulary;INF—WAISInformation.^
o



Table5

CorrelationMatrix

Variable

Age

Edu

PI

P2

P4

P31

Age

1.00

.31

-.00

-.03

-.02

-.13

Edu

.31

1.00

.22

.24

.29

.17

PI

-.00

.22

1.00

.37

.51

.32

P2

-.03

.24

.37

1.00

.79

.45

P4

-.02

.28

.51

.79

1.00

.55

P31

-.13

.17

.32

.45

.55

1.00

P32

-.13

.20

.43

.51

.62

.81

PSC

-.07

.07

.34

.42

.57

.69

SRT

-.18

.18

.13

.12

.19

.30

CRT1

-.17

.17

.17

.18

.19

.30

CRT2

-.16

.16

.25

.30

.31

.37

MFW

-.24

.24

.38

.35

.34

.40

HFW

-.21

.16

.22

.19

.25

.33

NPR

-.16

.11

.22

.27

.27

.42

LPR

-.22

.14

.21

.30

.27

.34

CS1

-.25

.08

.31

.43

.48

.61

CS2

-.26

.12

.37

.41

.44

.59

CS3

-.27

.22

.29

.51

.48

.57

PM

-.11

.21

.28

.31

.34

.46

LS

-.27

.16

.34

.44

.46

.47

NS

-.22

.21

.25

.45

.40

.40

FR

-.16

.12

.17

.30

.32

.36

VOC

-.15

.37

.34

.28

.42

.34

V5

-.33

.38

.23

.20

.24

.15

INF

-.11

.45

.24

.25

.32

.24

I

1.

2

forYoungSs
32

PSC

SRT

CRT1

CRT2

MFW

HFW

13

-.07

-.03

-.17

-.22

-.13

-.21

20

.17

.18

.17

.16

.24

.16

43

.34

.13

.17

.25

.38

.22

51

.42

.12

.18

.30

.35

.20

62

.57

.19

.19

.31

.34

.25

81

.69

.30

.30

.37

.40

.33

00

.70

.32

.29

.34

.47

.29

70

1.00

.21

.19

.30

.36

.24

32

.21

1.00

.43

.46

.35

.31

29

.19

.43

1.00

.62

.56

.44

34

.30

.46

.62

1.00

.54

.56

47

.36

.35

.56

.55

1.00

.61

29

.24

.31

.44

.56

.61

1.00

39

.36

.36

.47

.56

.65

.69

36

.31

.27

.45

.56

.58

.65

59

.48

.29

.37

.48

.41

.37

56

.51

.23

.35

.43

.47

.35

59

.50

.25

.35

.50

.53

.42

46

.44

.31

.22

.29

.31

.30

54

.52

.27

.27

.41

.41

.28

48

.43

.35

.36

.40

.49

.38

38

.47

.26

.22

.29

.30

.28

36

.38

.25

.08

.19

.30

.25

19

.20

.17

-.06

.05

.17

.08

29

.30

.19

.12

.16

.27

.19



Table5-2—continued

Variable

NPR

LPR

CS1

CS2

CS3

PM

LS

NS

FR

VOC

V5

INF

Age

-.16

-.22

-.25

-.26

-.27

-.11

-.27

-.22

-.16

.15

.33

.11

Edu

.11

.14

.08

.12

.22

.21

.16

.21

.12

.38

.38

.45

PI

.22

.21

.31

.37

.29

.28

.34

.25

.17

.34

.23

.24

P2

.27

.30

.43

.41

.51

.31

.44

.45

.30

.28

.20

.25

P4

.27

.27

.48

.44

.48

.34

.46

.40

.32

.42

.24

.32

P31

.42

.34

.62

.59

.57

.46

.47

.40

.36

.34

.15

.24

P32

.39

.36

.59

.56

.59

.46

.54

.48

.38

.36

.19

.29

PSC

.36

.31

.48

.51

.50

.44

.52

.43

.47

.38

.20

.30

SRT

.36

.27

.29

.23

.25

.31

.27

.35

.26

.25

.17

.19

CRT1

.47

.45

.37

.35

.35

.22

.27

.36

.22

.08

-.06

.12

CRT2

.56

.56

.48

.43

.50

.29

.41

.40

.29

.19

.05

.17

MFW

.65

.58

.41

.47

.52

.31

.41

.49

.30

.30

.17

.27

HFW

.69

.65

.37

.35

.42

.30

.28

.38

.28

.25

.08

.19

NPR

1.00

.63

.38

.40

.42

.34

.31

.38

.32

.31

.17

.27

LPR

.63

1.00

.41

.47

.49

.31

.40

.45

.27

.30

.15

.30

CS1

.38

.41

1.00

.69

.73

.34

.41

.41

.30

.15

.02

.16

CS2

.40

.47

.69

1.00

.76

.39

.51

.52

.36

.23

.09

.18

CS3

.42

.49

.73

.76

1.00

.40

.56

.56

.35

.25

.12

.25

PM

.34

.31

.34

.39

.40

1.00

.66

.68

.62

.56

.36

.56

LS

.31

.40

.41

.51

.56

.66

1.00

.77

.53

.47

.30

.42

NS

.38

.45

.41

.52

.56

.68

.78

1.00

.53

.46

.32

.47

FR

.32

.27

.30

.36

.35

.62

.53

.52

1.00

.34

.18

.32

VOC

.31

.30

.15

.23

.25

.57

.47

.46

.33

1.00

.69

.77

V5

.17

.15

.02

.09

.12

.36

.30

.32

.18

.69

1.00

.68

INF

.27

.30

.16

.18

.25

.56

.42

.47

.32

.77

.69

1.00

Note:Thelettersdenotethefollowingvariables:Hlth—Subjectivehealth;Edu— Education;PI—FindingA's;P2—NumberComparison;P4—LetterComparison;P31andP32 —IdenticalPictures(part1and2);PSC—PerceptualSpeed;SRT—SimpleRT;CRT1and CRT2—ChoiceRT;MFW,HFW,NPRandLPR—SternbergRT;CS1,CS2andCS3—CardSorting;PM—ProgressiveMatrices;LS—LetterSeries;NS—NumberSeries;FR—FiguralRelations;VOC—WAISVocabulary;V5—AdvancedVocabulary;INF—WAISInformation.
-j

to
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correlation matrices are being evaluated (Cudeck, 1989;

Hayduck, 1987; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984). All models

estimated here using correlation matrices were scale-free

models, thus assuring that the estimated model has not been

modified and that the omnibus test statistic corresponding

to the model is correct (Cudeck, 1989).

The chapter is divided into two sections, one dealing

with confirmatory factor analyses and the other with path

analyses. In both cases an additional subdivision has been

made between analyses involving first order factors and

analyses involving second order factors.

Confirmatory Factor Analyses of Speed Measures

First Order Factor Analyses

Five first order factors of speed were hypothesized to

account for the matrix of intercorrelations of the speeded

variables in both young and old subjects in accordance with

the model described in Chapter 3. Two confirmatory factor

analyses were performed for each age group. The usual method

which treats the observed variables as X variables, the

factors as Ksi variables and determines the scale by fixing

the diagonal in the Phi matrix to unity (Joreskog & Sorbom,

1984) was adopted. The loadings and the intercorrelations

among factors are presented in Tables 5-3, 5-4. For both age

groups the goodness-of-fit indices (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984;

see also Appendix A) are in the vicinity of .9 which
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Table 5-3

LISREL Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Factor Loadings,
Unique Variances and Factor Intercorrelations in Old Ss

Factor Loadings

Unique Symbolic Figural Choice Sternb. Sort
Variable Variances

PI .536 .681
P2 .295 .839
P4 . 132 .932

P31 .333 .816
P32 .267 .856
PSC .262 .859

SRT .652 .590
CRT1 .491 .713
CRT2 .312 .830

MFW .209 .889
HFW .230 .878
NPR .268 .856
LPR .400 .775

CS1 .238 .873
CS2 . 182 .904
CS3 .326 . 821

Factor Intercorrelations

Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Symbolic 1.00

Figural .74 1.00
Choice .46 .57 1.00
Sternberg .55 .56 .88 1.00
Sort .61 .72 . 66 .68 1.00

Chi-square=146.74 df=94 p=. 000 GFI a=. 8 9 4

a Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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Table 5-4

LISREL Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Factor Loadings,
Unique Variances and Factor Intercorrelations in Young Ss

Factor Loadings

Unique Symbolic Figural Choice Sternb. Sort
Variable Variances

PI .728 .522
P2 .356 .803
P4 .047 .976

P31 .215 .886
P32 .172 .910
PSC .396 .777

SRT .710 .539
CRT1 .473 .726
CRT2 .258 .862

MFW .388 .782
HFW .357 .802
NPR .316 .827
LPR .399 .775

CS1 .308 .832
CS2 .286 .845
CS3 .218 .884

Factor Intercorrelations

Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Symbolic 1.00

Figural . 68 1.00
Choice . 35 .46 1.00
Sternberg . 37 .52 .80 1.00
Sort . 57 .76 .61 .62 1.00

CHI-square=110.45 df=94 p=. 118 GFIa=. 918

a Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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constitutes acceptable fit. The loadings are in general

high: About 88% of them are above .7 in each of the two

groups. In addition, there are substantial correlations

among the five factors in the young group (.38 to .80) and

the old group (.46 to .88). It is possible on the basis of

the LISREL output to calculate the compound reliabilities of

the factors (Dillon & Goldstein, 1984) and these are

presented in Table 5-5. The reliabilities for the old

subjects range from .83 to .90 and for young subjects from

76 to .89.

A comparative factor analysis was undertaken to test

the hypothesis of relatively high covariances among factors

in the older group. Specifically, several nested models were

compared. In the most restricted model the factor variances-

covariances, the factor loadings and the unique variances

were assumed to be equal in the age groups. In a second

model the restriction of equal unique variances was dropped.

An even less restricted model imposed only the same factor

loadings but not equal variances and covariances. In the

ost relaxed Model 4 only an identical simple structure

factorial pattern was assumed without requiring equality of

factor loadings. The basis for this comparative analysis was

the matrices of variances-covariances in the two age groups.

The scale for the factors has been determined by fixing to

one of the loadings corresponding to each factor in the

Lambda X matrix. The four nested models may be sequentially
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Table 5-5

Reliabilities of Speed Factors in Old and Young Ss

Speed Factor Reliability—Old Reliability—Young

Symbolic Perc. Speed .86 .89
Figural Perc. Speed .88 .89
Choice RT .83 .76
Sternberg RT .91 . 87
Card Sorting .90 .89



compared using the differences between the corresponding

Chi-squares as a statistic which has a Chi-square
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distribution with a number of degrees of freedom equal to

the difference between the degrees of freedom of the most

restrictive model and the degrees of freedom of the less

restrictive model in the comparison (Herting, 1985). As

Table 5-6 shows, Model 2 which does not impose equal unique

variances fits the data better than the most restrictive

Model 1. However, no further significant improvement in fit

has been achieved by relaxing in Model 3 the equality

condition on factorial variances and covariances. A visual

inspection of the two matrices of variances-covariances

obtained in the most relaxed model shows (Table 5-7) that 3

variances and 8 covariances are higher in the old subjects,
out of a total of 5 variances and 10 covariances

Second Order Factor Analyses

Two second order factor models have been hypothesized

and tested. In the most simple model (Model 1) one second

order factor of speed explains the correlations between the

first order speed factors. In LISREL terminology the second

order factor is a Ksi variable without indicators and the

first order factors are Eta variables with multiple

indicators. The scale is defined for the second order factor

by setting to 1 one of the Gamma coefficients relating the

second order with the first order factors. The Psi matrix is

diagonal.



Table 5-6

The Results of Simultaneous Confirmatory Factor Analyses
in Young and Old Ss

Model Restrictions Chi-sq. df GFIa

1 Same factorial pattern 347.45 230 .869

Same factor loadings
Same factor var./cov.
Same unique variances

*

2 Same factorial pattern 281.83 214 .887

Same factor loadings
Same factor var./cov.

3 Same factorial pattern 271.09 199 .890

Same factor loadings

4 Same factorial pattern 257.19 188 .894

* Model 2 offers a significant improvement in fit over
Model 1, Chi-square=60.62, df=16, p<.001.

a Goodness-of-fit index for the whole model.
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Table 5-7

Variances and Covariances of Speed Factors in Young and
Old Subjects

Factor Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Young

Symbolic 129.81

Figural 45.99 34.94
Choice 3.94 2.73 1.00

Sternberg 5.63 4.11 1.08 1.79
Sort 2.99 2.05 .28 .39 .21

Old

Symbolic 123.12

Figural 45.33 30.44
Choice 5.20 3.22 1.05

Sternberg 9.94 5.05 1.48 2.70
Sort 3.27 1.91 .32 . 54 .23



A more complex model (Model 2) was obtained allowing

some of the residuals in the Psi matrix to correlate. In

81

this case correlations were allowed between the two reaction

time factors and between the two perceptual speed factors.

All other correlations remained null. Model 1 is nested in

Model 2 which is itself nested in the five first order

factors model which has been examined in the previous

The evaluation of Models 1 and 2 in the old and in the

young subjects is presented in Tables 5-8, 5-9. In both

cases allowing factor residuals to correlate in Model 2

resulted in large and significant improvements in the

goodness of fit. For the old subjects the goodness-of-fit

index was .89 and for the young subjects .92. Root mean

square residuals of .043 in the old and .046 in the young

were also acceptable as well as ratios below 2 of the Chi-

squares to the respective number of degrees of freedom. The

difference in Chi-squares between Model 2 and the first

order factors model for both younger and older subjects is

not significant. Table 5-10 presents the factor loadings and

the specificities (unique variances) of the first order

factors corresponding to Model 2. All the loadings, in both

age groups, with one exception, are above .6. On the other

hand, the unique variances are not negligible—most of them

being in the vicinity of .4 or above. These results suggest

both the possibility that a second order factor represents a
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Table 5-8

A Comparison of First Order and Second Order Factors
Models in Old Subjects

Model Description Chi-square (df) Diff. (df)

1 One second order
Null covariances

factor
in PSI

203.85 (99) 53.30 (2)*

2 One second order
Free covariances

factor
in PSIa

150.75 (97) 4.01 (3)

3 Five first order factors 146.74 (94)

* The Chi-square difference between this model and the next
model is significant, p<.001.

a Covariances between Symbolic and Figural Perceptual
Speed, on one hand, and between Choice RT and Sternberg
RT, on the other hand, were set free.
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Table 5-9

A Comparison of First Order and Second Order Factors
Models in Young Subjects

Model Description Chi-square (df) Diff. (df)

1 One
Null

second order factor
covariances in PSI

164.49 (99) 53.26 (2)

2 One
Free

second order factor
covariances in PSIa

111.23 (97) 0.78 (3)

3 Five first order factors 110.45 (94)

* The Chi-square difference between this model and the next
model is significant, pc.001.

a Covariances between Symbolic and Figural Perceptual
Speed, on one hand, and between Choice RT and Sternberg
RT, on the other hand, were set free.
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Table 5-10

Models with a Second Order Speed Factor in Old and Young
Subjects (Standardized Solution)

First Order Factor Factor Loadings Unique Variances

Old

Symbolic Perc. Speed .679 .539

Figural Perc. Speed .780 . 391
Choice RT .712 .494

Sternberg RT .744 .446
Card Sorting .912 . 168

Chi-square=150.75 df=97 p=.000 GFI== .890

Young

Symbolic Perc. Speed . 584 .659

Figural Perc. Speed .775 . 399
Choice RT . 624 .611

Sternberg RT .645 .584
Card Sorting .976 .047

Chi-square=lll.23 df=97 p=.153 GFI=.918
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Table 5-11

A Three Second Order Factors Solution in Young
and Old Ss (Standardized Coefficients)

First Order Factor

Second Order

PS8 RTb

Factor

CSc Unique Variances

Old

Symbolic Perc. Speed .804 . 353
Figural Perc. Speed .924 . 146
Choice RT .915 . 163
Sternberg RT .957 .084
Card Sorting 1.00 .000

Young

Symbolic Perc. Speed .717 .486
Figural Perc. Speed .953 .093
Choice RT .883 .221
Sternberg RT .913 . 167
Card Sorting 1.00 . 000

Model for old: Chi-square:=150.75 df==97 p=.000 GFId=. 891
m

Model for young: Chi-square:=111.23 df==97 p= .153 GFI-. 918

a Perceptual Speed,
b Reaction Time,
c Card Sorting.
d Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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valuable theoretical speed variable and the possibility that

some important information existent at a first order level

may be lost at a higher order.

An additional model (Model 4) with three second order

factors has also been evaluated. In this model one second

order factor explains the relationships between the

perceptual speed factors, a second factor explains the

relationships between the reaction time factors and a third

factor is identical with the first order factor—Card

Sorting. Model 4 cannot explain Model 2 since it has the

same number of degrees of freedom and the same fit. It was

assessed only because of the possibility of using the three

second order factors as latent variables in the general

model. The loadings of the first order factors on the second

order factors and the correlations between the three second

order factors in the two age groups are presented in Table

5-11. Both the loadings and the coefficients are high, the

first are above .8 and the last are in the range .6 to .8.

Path Analyses

Models with First Order Speed Factors

The models presented in Chapter 3 were first evaluated

using each one of the five first order factors of speed as

the endogenous speed variable in the model. This variable

had three indicators in all cases but in the case of

Sternberg Reaction Time which had four indicators. In the
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case of older subjects the exogenous variables were age,

education and subjective health. In the case of young

subjects there was almost no variability in subjective

health which was therefore omitted from the analysis. For

purposes of comparability the analyses for older subjects

were performed twice, once without subjective health and

once including subjective health. Ten models were thus

assessed for these subjects and they are presented in Tables

5-12, 5-13 and Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3. The five models

assessed for young subjects are presented in Table 5-14. The

Models are examined here in the following order: five models

without health in older subjects; five models including
health in older subjects and five models (without health) in

young subjects.

All the five models without health for older subjects

fit the data reasonably well: the goodness-of-fit indices

range from .92 to .94. Two models—with Symbolic Perceptual

Speed and with Sternberg Perception Speed— have Chi-squares

relatively large and significant (pc.05). However, the

ratios between the Chi-squares and the respective number of

degrees of freedom is for these models (as well as for the

other three models) less than 2 indicating satisfactory fit

(Herting & Costner, 1985; see also Appendix A). In only one

model—for Symbolic Perceptual Speed—a normalized residual

greater than 2 seems to indicate a discrepancy between the

covariance implied by the model and the observed covariance
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Table 5-12

Standardized Path Coefficients and Indices of Fit in Five
Models for Old Ss

Model

Path8 Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Speed—Gf .592 .673 .558 .451 .584
Gf—Gc .585 .585 .598 .596 .599
Age—Speed (-.111) -.328 -.199 (-.064) (-.162)
Age—Gf (-.110) (-.044) (-.063) (-.146) (-.080)
Age—Gc .199 . 199 .201 .200 .200
Educ—Speed .253 .260 (.042) (.098) ( .160)
Educ—Gf .319 . 292 .444 .424 . 375
Educ—Gc .294 .294 .288 .289 .287

Fitb

Chi-square 87.51 63.19 59.72 81.39 61.78
df 47 47 47 58 47
probc .000 .057 . 101 . 023 .073
GFId .916 .937 .941 .926 .938

Note; The coefficients in parentheses are not significant,
t<2.
a The first two paths are Beta paths from the speed factor

to fluid intelligence (Gf) and from Gf to crystallized
intelligence (Gc). The others are Gamma paths from age
and education (Educ) to Speed, Gf and Gc.

b Summary of goodness of fit measures for each model,
c Probability for the Chi-square to exceed the specified

value given that the model is true,
d Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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Table 5-13

Standardized Path Coefficients and Indices of Fit in Five
Models for Old Ss

Model

Path* Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Speed—Gf .590 .666 .550 .426 .571
Gf—Gc .603 .604 .617 .613 . 617
Age—Speed (-.129) -.338 -.212 (-.071) -.172

Age—Gf (-.107) (-.041) (-.065) -.152 (-.083)
Age—Gc .204 .205 .206 .206 .206
Educ—Speed .226 .235 (.013) (.078) (.135)
Educ—Gf .316 .291 .442 .416 .373
Educ—Gc .244 .245 .247 .243 .284

Hlth—Speed -.314 -.281 -.333 -.219 -.283
Hlth—Gf (-.026) (-.025) (-.029) (-.118) (-.050)
Hlth—Gc (.061) (.062) (.065) (.064) (.064)

Fitb
Chi-square 92.12 67.60 61.59 88.34 64.16
df 54 54 54 66 54

pr°bc . 001 .101 .223 .035 . 162
GFId .918 .938 .944 .925 .941

Note: The coefficients in parentheses are not significant,
t<2.
a The first two paths are Beta paths from the speed factor

to fluid intelligence (Gf) and from Gf to crystallized
intelligence (Gc). The other paths are Gamma paths from
age, education (Educ) and subjective health (Hlth) to
Speed, Gf and Gc.

b Summary of goodness of fit measures for each model,
c Probability for the Chi-square to exceed the specified

value given that the model is true,
d Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984) .
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Table 5-14

Standardized Path Coefficients and Indices of Fit in Five
Models for Young Ss

Model

Path* Symbolic Figural Choice Sternberg Sort

Speed—Gf .464 .570 .425 .462 . 573
Gf—Gc .626 .623 . 616 . 627 . 608

Age—Speed (-.130) -.220 -.328 -.320 -.396

Age—Gf -.293 -.226 -.212 -.203 (-.126)
Age—Gc .279 .277 .274 .277 .272
Educ—Speed . 341 .261 . 320 .297 .311
Educ—Gf . 174 . 183 . 197 . 196 (.154)
Educ—Gc .244 .245 .247 .243 .250

Fitb

Chi-square 85.46 90.86 80.66 94.54 74.81
df 47 47 47 58 47

probc .001 .000 .002 .002 .006
GFId .916 .913 .918 .915 .925

Note: The coefficients in parentheses are not significant,
t<2.
a The first two paths are Beta paths from the speed factor

to fluid intelligence (Gf) and from Gf to crystallized
intelligence (Gc). The others are Gamma paths from age
and education (Educ) to Speed, Gf and Gc.

b Summary of goodness of fit measures for each model,
c Probability for the Chi-square to exceed the specified

value given that the model is true,
d Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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greater than it would be expected by chance alone, given

that the model is true.

The focus in the examination of the models is first on

the direct and indirect paths from age to fluid intelligence

as well as on the path from fluid to crystallized

intelligence. Next are examined the paths from the exogenous

variables—age, education (and subjective health in the

models including this variable) to fluid and crystallized

intelligence.

Symbolic Perceptual Speed: In this model age does not

seem to be related to fluid intelligence directly or

indirectly: The coefficient for the direct path to age is

not significant and the path from age to Symbolic Perceptual

Speed is not significant. The path coefficients for the path

from fluid to crystallized intelligence is high (.58 ) and

significant. Age is also related to crystallized

intelligence but in this case the positive, significant

coefficient indicates an increase in

intelligence with increased age. Education is related to all

three endogenous variables—speed, fluid and crystallized

intelligence and the corresponding standardized path

coefficients are of magnitude .25—.32.

Figural Perceptual Speed: A direct path from age to

fluid intelligence is close to zero and not significant. The

relation between the two variables is mediated by figural

perceptual speed. Age is related to Figural Perceptual Speed
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(Gaituna=.2) and the last is related to fluid intelligence

(Beta=.67). Other path coefficients are close to the ones

from the model with Symbolic Perceptual Speed.

Choice Reaction Time: As in the previous model age is

related to fluid intelligence through the speed variable

while a direct path from age to Gf is not significant.

Education in this model is not related significantly to the

speed variable and (probably as a result) the path

coefficient from education to crystallized intelligence is

relatively high—.44.

Sternberg Reaction Time: In this model age fails to be

related to fluid intelligence in either a direct or an

indirect way. The direct path is close to zero and not

significant and the path from age to Sternberg Reaction Time

does not reach significance. Other path coefficients are

close to the coefficients from the previous model. In

particular, education is not significantly related to this

measure of speed.

Card Sorting: The direct path from age to Gf is not

significant. The path coefficient for the relation age—Card

Sorting fails short of reaching significance (but it reaches

significance in the more complete model including health—

see further). Education fails to be significantly related

here to this measure of speed.

Models including subjective health: The path

coefficients for these models are presented in Table 5-13



and Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3. The fit of these models to the

data, as reflected by the Chi-squares/df ratios and
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goodness-of-fit indices, is good. No normalized residuals

larger than two were found in these models. The path

coefficient from health to the speed variables is

significant in all the five models. The paths from health to

Gf and to Gc are not significant in any of these models. In

general the pattern presented by the other path coefficients

is similar to the pattern described in the simpler models in

which health was not included.

In summary, three of the models for older subjects—the

models with Figural Perceptual Speed, Choice Reaction Time

and Card Sorting in both versions (with and without

subjective health)—evidence the expected effect of age on

speed. In these models the direct effect of age on fluid

intelligence was close to zero and not significant and all

the impact of age on fluid intelligence was mediated by the

speed factor. Speed affects fluid intelligence—the

agnitude of the standardized coefficient varies somewhat as

a function of the model from .67 in the model with Figural

Perceptual Speed to .43 in the model with Sternberg Reaction

Time (in models including health). In all models the path

from fluid to crystallized intelligence is significant and

high—the standardized coefficients are about .6. Age is

positively related to crystallized intelligence at the level

of about .2. Education is consistently related to fluid
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intelligence (standardized path coefficients of the

magnitude of .3-.4) and to crystallized intelligence

(coefficients close to .3). In two models, with Symbolic and

with Figural Perceptual Speed, a higher education seems to

be conducive to a faster speed. Finally, health as estimated

by the subjects themselves, affects all five factors of

speed.

Models for young subjects: The path coefficients and

measures of fit for these models are presented in Table

5-14. In general the models fit the data reasonably well:

the goodness-of-fit indices are all in the vicinity of .91—

.92. and the ratios between the Chi-squares and the number

of degrees of freedom is less than 2 in all the five models.

However, two of the models (with Choice Reaction Time and

with Sternberg Reaction Time) contain one normalized

residual greater than 2 and two of them have two normalized

residuals greater than 2. The existence of these large

normalized residuals may point to problems in the models for

young adults. The goodness-of-fit indices, while

satisfactorily high, are lower than in the case of the older

subjects. It seems therefore that the models for the young

subjects fit the data less well than the models for the

older subjects. A brief description of each model is given

below.

Symbolic Perceptual Speed: Age is related to fluid

intelligence directly. The path from age to speed does not
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reach significance. Symbolic Perceptual Speed is related to

fluid intelligence—the standardized path coefficient is

about .46 and the standardized path coefficient for the path

from fluid to crystallized intelligence is even

higher—.62. Age is also positively related to crystallized

intelligence. The coefficients for the paths from education

to all three endogenous variables—speed, Gf and Gc are all

significant.

Figural Perceptual Speed: In this model, in

contradistinction from the previous model, the standardized

coefficient for the path age—speed is significant. Still,

the direct path from age to fluid intelligence is also

significant. Other path coefficients are close to the

coefficients in the previous model.

Choice Reaction Time and Sternberg Reaction Time: The

general pattern of the path coefficients in these two models

is similar to the pattern in the model with Figural

Perceptual Speed.

Card Sorting: In this model age affects the speed

factor and through it affects fluid intelligence. The path

coefficient for the direct path from age to fluid

intelligence is not significant. Education, as in other

odels, affects significantly speed and crystallized

intelligence. However, the path from education to fluid

intelligence is not significant.



In summary, in all the five models run on young

subjects with the exception of the model with Symbolic

Perceptual Speed, an increased age is associated with a
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decreased speed. However only one of the five models—the

model with card sorting—fits the assumption derived from

the speed hypothesis of a major indirect effect of age on Gf

versus a small direct effect of age on Gf. In the other

models the direct effect of age on Gf is larger than the

indirect effect through speed. As in the models run on older

fluid intelligence affects

intelligence. Age has a positive effect on crystallized

intelligence. A higher education is related to faster

speeds, (with the exception of card sorting), higher Gf and

higher Gc.

Models with Multiple First Order Factors of Speed

As described above, three speed factors—Figural

Perceptual Speed, Choice Reaction Time and Card Sorting—

were found to be age sensitive in the case of old subjects.

Two models, one with health and one without health,

incorporating all three speed factors, have been estimated.

The residuals for these three factors have been allowed to

correlate in the Psi matrix. The models are similar from

other points of view to the previous models described in

this chapter. The standardized path coefficients of these

models are presented in Table 5-15. The model fits well the

data: the goodness-of-fit index is .91 and the ratio Chi-
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Table 5-15

Standardized Path Coefficients and Indices of Fit in Models
with Three Speed Factors for Old and Young Ss

Path8 01db Old0 Young

FPS—Gf .422 .417 . 371
CRT—Gf .246 .236 (.162)
CS—Gf (.154) (.153) (.190)
Gf—Gc . 611 .591 .612
Age—FPS -.339 -.330 -.220
Age—CRT -.203 (-.189) -.329
Age—CS -.173 (-.163) -.395
Age—Gf (.035) (.030) (-.143)
Age—Gc .206 .200 .274
Educ—FPS .236 .261 .260
Educ—CRT (.010) (.039) .313
Educ—CS (.134) (.160) .302
Educ—Gf .326 .326 (.127)
Educ—Gc .287 .291 .249
Hlth—FPS -.279
Hlth—CRT -.331
Hlth—CS -.284
Hlth—Gf (.030)
Hlth—Gc (.064)

Fitd

Chi-square 142.01 134.81 168.45
df 130 119 119
prob8 .222 . 153 .002
GFIf .912 .912 .892

Note: The coefficients in parentheses are not significant,
t<2.
a The first four paths are Beta paths from Figural

Perceptual Speed (FPS), Choice Reaction Time (CRT) and
Card Sorting (CS) to Gf and from Gf to Gc. The other
paths are Gamma paths from age, education (Educ) and (in
one model) subjective health (Hlth) to the speed factors,
Gf and Gc.

b The model includes subjective health (Hlth).
c The model does not include subjective health,
d Summary of goodness of fit measures for each model,
e Probability for the Chi-square to exceed the specified

value given that the model is true,
f Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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square/df is close to one. The probability of such a Chi-

square or of a larger one by chance alone, given that the

model is true, is .22. Age is not directly connected to

fluid intelligence—the corresponding coefficient is very

small, positive and non significant. On the other hand two

of the three factors—Figural Perceptual Speed and Card

Sorting—make a significant contribution to the effect age

has on fluid intelligence. The magnitude of the contribution

may be judged by the product between the path coefficient

for the path from age to speed by the path coefficient for

the path from speed to fluid intelligence. It is easy to see

that Figural Perceptual Speed is the most important factor.

The path from age to Figural Perceptual Speed has a Gamma

standardized coefficient of -.34 versus -.20 for Choice

Reaction time and -.17 for Card Sorting. Figural Perceptual

Speed is not only the most age-sensitive speed factor but

its relation with fluid intelligence is the strongest,

evidencing a Beta coefficient of .42 versus .25 for Choice

Reaction Time and only .15 for Card Sorting. Indeed, the

last estimate does not reach significance, possibly because

a too small n. In this comprehensive model the standardized

coefficient for the path from fluid to crystallized

intelligence is .61. Age affects positively (.21)

crystallized intelligence. Level of education affects in the

expected way Figural Perceptual Speed, fluid and

crystallized intelligence but does not affect significantly
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Choice Reaction Time and Card Sorting. Subjective health, on

the other hand, affects in the expected way all three speed

factors.

For purposes of comparison a similar model was

evaluated in young subjects. The fit was less good than in

the models based on only one speed factor: the goodness-of-

fit index was .89, Chi-square=168.5 with 119 degrees of

freedom, p=.002 (see Table 5-15) and there were three

normalized residuals greater than 2. An examination of the

estimates of the standardized coefficients shows that the

effect of age on fluid intelligence falls short of attaining

significance. The indirect effect is channelized mainly

through Figural Perceptual Speed. In spite of the fact that

this factor is the less age sensitive in this context (A

Gamma coefficient of -.22 versus -.32 for Choice Reaction

Time, and -.39 for Card Sorting) it is strongly related to

fluid intelligence (.37). The coefficients for the paths

from Choice Reaction Time and from Card Sorting to fluid

intelligence do not reach significance in this model. Other

results confirm again the effects of fluid intelligence on

crystallized intelligence, of age on

intelligence and of education on the speed factors and on

crystallized intelligence.

Models with Second Order Speed Factors

The variable speed in the basic model may be

conceptualized as a second order factor rather than as a
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first order factor. Corresponding to the two equivalent

models which have been found to fit well the data—the model

with one second order factor and the model with three second

• 1 •

—it a to examine two different

models within each age group. In addition it is possible to

treat first order factors as unweighted linear combinations

of standardized variables (e.g., Horn et al., 1981). This

approach was adopted as an alternative procedure in defining
a second order factor. Therefore, a model including a second

order factor having as indicators five first order factors

defined as unweighted linear combinations was also

estimated. Finally, in old subjects, two versions of each

model, with subjective health included and without

subjective health, were tested in each case.

Table 5-16 presents the basic measures of fit for the

models with one second order factor of speed. The ratio Chi-

square/df is satisfactory in all cases but the goodness-of-

fit indices of .84 are less than satisfactory. An

examination of normalized residuals reveals 8 residuals

greater than 2 in the model for young subjects and 4 such

residuals in the model for older subjects (without health).

However, there is no normalized residual greater than 2 in

the model for older subjects that includes health. The

moderate fit in these models requires an amount of

circumspection in the interpretation of the estimates for

the parameters. Table 5-16 shows that for the older subjects
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Table 5-16

Standardized Path Coefficients and Indices of Fit in Models
with One Second Order Factor of Speed In Old and Young Ss

Path* 01db 01dc Young

Speed—Gf .780 .746 .708
Gf—Gc .609 . 609 . 638
Age—Speed -.254 -.237 -.372
Age—Gf (.013) (.002) (-.077)
Age—Gc .206 . 203 .276
Educ—Speed .203 .230 .349
Educ—Gf .291 .288 (.074)
Educ—Gc .288 .295 .251
Hlth—Speed -.353
Hlth—Gf .063
Hlth—Gc .063

Fitb

Chi-square 378.71 366.76 360.10
df 281 262 262
prob* .000 .000 .000
GFIf .842 .841 .843

Note: The coefficients in parentheses are not significant,
t<2.
a The first two paths are Beta paths from a second order

factor of speed (Speed) to Gf and from Gf to Gc. The
others are Gamma paths from age, education (Educ) and (in
one model) from subjective health (Hlth) to Speed, Gf and
Gc. Other Beta paths from Speed to the first order

b
c

d
e

f

factors are not presented.
The model includes subjective health.
The model does not include subjective health.
Summary of goodness of fit measures for each model.
Probability for the Chi-square to exceed the specified
value given that the model is true.
Goodness-of-fit index (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1984).
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in both models there is a significant effect of age on the

second order factor of speed and a significant effect of

this factor on fluid intelligence. The direct effect of

speed on fluid intelligence is very close to zero in both

models for older subjects. Age is also found in these models

to affect crystallized intelligence. Education is related as

in other models to all three dependent variables. The model

with subjective health while replicating the results of the

model without health provide additional information in

respect to health: again subjective health is negatively

correlated with speed but not significantly correlated to

either Gf or Gc.

In the young subjects the general pattern is quite

similar to the pattern described in older subjects. The main

difference is that education does not seem to affect

significantly fluid intelligence but only crystallized

intelligence.

In comparing this model with other models including

speed as a first order factor it seems that the last models

fit the data better. However the models have somewhat

different measurement models and therefore a direct

comparison may be misleading. To enable such a comparison it

is convenient to use an index of fit which assesses the fit

of the structural model independently of the fit of the

measurement. Such an index is the "relative goodness of fit

index" (James, Mulaik, & Brett, 1982; see also Appendix A)
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and it was calculated here for the models with a second

order factor of speed and, in comparison, for a model with

one first order factor—the model with Figural Perceptual

Speed. This model has been chosen because Figural Perceptual

Speed is the most age-sensitive speed factor in older

subjects. The value of the index for the model with a second

order speed in old subjects (model without health) was .91

versus .99 in the model with a single first order factor of

speed. The corresponding values in the younger subjects were

.90 and .99.

An alternative model with a second order speed factor

was defined in the following way. First order speed factors

as linear unweighted combinations of the

appropriate standardized variables. These were the

variables defined in the confirmatory factor analysis which

were standardized using pooled means and standard

deviations. Correspondingly, a second order factor was

conceptualized as a latent factor having five indicators

which were the five first order factors. Incorporating this

second order factor in the basic model generated a new model

which was evaluated for young and for old subjects. The fit

of these models as judged by the goodness-of-fit indices was

similar to the fit obtained in the similar models described

above: .83 in a model without subjective health applied to

older subjects and .84 in the model applied to younger

subjects. The ratios between the Chi-squares and the
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corresponding number of degrees of freedom were, however,

much higher: above 4 in older subjects and above 3 in

younger subjects, indicating a rather unsatisfactory fit.
The estimates of the Beta and Gamma parameters were similar

to the ones detailed in the earlier models. For this reason,

and because of the unsatisfactory fit, the estimates are not

presented here in further detail.

Perceptual Speed and Reaction Time may function in the

basic path model as second order factors, each one

determining two first order factors. The respective models

were evaluated in the two age groups, in older subjects once

including subjective health and once excluding it. In all

cases the GFI indexes were lower than the corresponding

indexes in the models with one first order factor. With one

exception (the model with Reaction Time, without health, for

older subjects) the goodness-of-fit indexes were equal or

lower than .90. It seems again, therefore, that renouncing

the specificities of first order factors in models with

second order speed factors is of no benefit in terms of fit

with the data.



CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

The present study was designed to deal with two main

issues. First, the structure of measures of speed was

studied in two age groups using a confirmatory factor

analysis approach and two levels of analysis: a level of

first order factors and a level of second order factors. The

second issue considered the hypothesis that a reduction in

speed may mediate changes in fluid intelligence with

increased age. Two basic models were constructed and

versions of these models obtained by using different speed

constructs, in accordance with the factorial results, were

evaluated using LISREL in the two age groups. A speed

hypothesis predicted that most of the effects from age to Gf

will be mediated by one or more speed factors.

The models also deal with the relationship between

fluid and crystallized intelligence as well as with the

impact education might have on these variables. Cattell's

theory suggesting that Gf is a cause of Gc and that

education affects Gc comprises the main theoretical

framework for a discussion of the results regarding this

part of the model. The present chapter summarizes and

discusses first the findings related to a speed hypothesis

108
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and next the findings related to the relationship between

fluid and crystallized intelligence, and between them and

education. A third part attempts to integrate the findings

and to suggest further approaches.

The Speed Hypothesis

The results from the confirmatory factor analysis

showed that a five (first order) factor structure represents

a satisfactory model for the structure of speed measures.

Three of these factors were Choice and Sternberg Reaction

Time and Card Sorting extracted by White and Cunningham

(1987). Two additional speed factors were Figural and

Symbolic Perceptual Speed—reconfirming the necessity of

making a distinction between these two factors of perceptual

speed (Cunningham & Richardson, 1978). A comparative

simultaneous factor analysis in the young and old subjects

did not confirm the typical finding of larger factor

covariances in the older group (e.g., Cunningham & White,

1983). No further improvement in fit was obtained in a

series of nested models by relaxing the requirement of equal

factor covariances. This result is related to the fact that

in the young group in this study there were surprisingly

large correlations between measures of speed and age. A more

adequate examination of the hypothesis of increased factor

covariances with increased age should be based on an

analysis of the longitudinal data for older subjects
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time tasks with a figural content.
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The relatively high intercorrelations between the five

speed factors in both the young and the old subjects

suggested that a second order factor model is plausible. A

simple restrictive model in which a second order factor

explains the correlations between the first order factors

was found, however, to have an unsatisfactory fit. A more

complex model was obtained allowing for some residuals at

the level of the first order factors to correlate. More

specifically, the covariances for the residuals of Figural

Perceptual Speed and of Symbolic Perceptual Speed on one

hand and of Choice Reaction Time and Sternberg Reaction Time

were set free in this model. This seems reasonable, given

that the factors share a common method of

measurement and, possibly, psychological or physiological

processes as well. The obtained models fit indeed the data

reasonably well, being in fact as good as the models based

on first order factors to account for the intercorrelations

observed

of these models is not large: 39 parameters are evaluated

here versus 42 in the first order factor analyses. In fact,

as it has been indicated, the complex model with one second

order factor is eguivalent to a model with three second

order factors—Perceptual Speed, Reaction Time and Card

Sorting. Explaining relationships between five variables
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(first order factors) using three variables (second order

factors) does not represent a large gain and, in this sense,

the model with a second order factor and correlations in the

Psi matrix is not very parsimonious. It seems that, although
it may be possible to reduce somewhat the dimensionality of

the speed measures, the hope for a drastic reduction is

rather unrealistic.

From other points of view, the second order analyses

seemed to suggest that it might be unadvisable to rely on

second order factors instead of first order factors in an

analysis of speed. The specificities of the first order

factors—portions of variance left unaccounted by a second

order factor (or by second order factors in the model

including three second order factors)—were rather large,

indicating that possibly important information may be lost

at a higher level of analysis.

The path analyses having first order or second order

factors as latent speed variables provided a somewhat

different picture for old in contrast to young subjects and,

consequently, are discussed separately.

The models for older subjects were evaluated in two

versions—one including subjective health and one without

subjective health. The results not related to this variable

were very similar. For simplicity of formulation, the

reference in the following discussion is to either type of
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model, unless subjective health is discussed, and then of

course, a model including this variable is implied.

All models in which the speed variable was a speed

first order factor were found to fit the data reasonably

well in old subjects. For two other factors—Symbolic

Perceptual Speed and Sternberg Reaction Time—the

coefficient for the path from age to speed did not reach

significance. This is a surprising result possibly due to

the relatively narrow age range (15 years). The three other

speed factors—Figural Perceptual Speed, Choice Reaction

Time and Card Sorting were found to be age sensitive.

Moreover, these models behaved in the way predicted by the

speed hypothesis: The direct path from age to fluid

intelligence was not significant in either one and the

effect from age to Gf was mediated through speed. These

results are of course consistent with large reductions in

the relationships between age and Gf obtained by controlling

statistically for perceptual speed (Hertzog, in press; Horn

et al., 1981; Stankov, 1988). A quantitative comparison of

these three studies is risky, given methodological

differences, particularly the differences in the ages

sampled. It seems that the greatest reductions in the

correlations between age and Gf were obtained by Stankov

(close to zero), followed by Hertzog and by Horn. Moreover,

in the last two cases, age explained some variance in Gf

even after speed was controlled in a regression analysis
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(Hertzog, in press) or parted out in a correlational

analysis (Horn et al., 1981). In the present study the Gamma

coefficient corresponding to the path from age to Gf was

nonsignificant and very close to zero. It is important to

remember, however, that the magnitude of the age range in

the present study was 15 years versus 40 years or more in

the other studies. Because of the narrow range, the

relationship between age and Gf in the older adults (after

controlling for education) is relatively modest—.17. With

larger age ranges higher correlations would almost certainly

be obtained. Thus, Horn et al. reported correlations of

.20, .24 and .27 for the relationship between age and Gf in

samples aged 20 to 60. It is certainly conceivable that with

higher initial correlations between age and Gf the models

tested here would not have been as successful in eliminating
the relationship. The specific ages represented can also

affect the results. For example in Hertzog's study the ages

were 43 to 89. Thus, relatively young and very old adults

are included assuring strong relationships.

The results showed also the importance of making a

distinction between two factors of perceptual speed:

Symbolic and Figural Perceptual Speed. The first factor

appears to be less age sensitive than the second factor and

less likely to represent an important mediating mechanism.

It is certainly possible that mixing measures of these two

kinds (Hertzog, in press) or using exclusively measures of
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Symbolic Perceptual Speed (Horn et al., 1981, study 3) might
result in having a weaker mediating variable.

In addition to the findings obtained using Figural

Perceptual Speed, Choice Reaction Time and Card Sorting
seemed to behave in a similar way, mediating the

relationship age—Gf. The estimation of a model

incorporating all three age sensitive factors indicated that

two of the three factors—Figural Perceptual Speed and

Choice Reaction Time contributed significantly to the

relationship between age and Gf. Assuming that different

factors represent different mechanisms at the level of the

central nervous system, this finding implies that more than

one mechanism is for the decline in speed and

for a subsequent decline in Gf. Although some authors (e.g.,

Botwinick, 1984) appear to believe that a theory that

postulates more than one speed mechanism lacks explanatory

power, the results obtained here seem plausible given the

complexity of human brain and the multifactorial nature of

human intelligence. These results are also consistent with

other empirical evidence (Hertzog et al., 1986).

A speed mechanism may correspond to a second order

factor rather than to a first order factor. Two ways of

defining a second order factor were adopted here. In one of

them a second order factor was considered a latent variable

in a path model in which it determines first order factors.

A second order factor may be also considered to be a latent
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variable having as indicators unweighted linear combinations

of the variables loading on the first order factors. Models

including a second order factor defined in the first way

were found to have a moderate fit. The second way of

defining a second order factor produced models with Chi-

squares too large in comparison with the number of degrees

of freedom. The basic finding obtained with first order

factor—the mediating value of a speed variable was

replicated here at a higher level. However, the models fit

the data less well than models with first order factors as

speed variables. This result is of course consistent with

the fact that different first order factors seemed to behave

differently, both in terms of a differential sensitivity to

age and in terms of supplying partially independent

information regarding the mediation of an age effect on

fluid intelligence. Two additional models with Perceptual

Speed and Choice Reaction Time as second order factors of

speed produced also a less satisfactory fit than the models

including only Figural Perceptual Speed and only Choice

Reaction Time.

Subjective health was found in all models to affect the

latent variable of speed, no matter if this variable was a

first order or a second order factor and no matter what the

identity of the factor was. On the other hand, in no case

was a direct relationship between health and fluid and

crystallized intelligence found. The finding regarding the
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relation with speed replicates similar findings in the

literature (Birren, Woods, & Williams, 1980). The finding
that speed mediates the impact of health on Gf is of course

consistent with the mediatory role of speed in the relation

age—Gf and provides additional strength to a speed theory.

The results obtained in applying the path models to the

young subjects resembled in some respects the results for

older subjects but differed in other respects. In general

the first order factors produced acceptable models which

moreover had a better fit than the models incorporating
second order factors of speed. However, the fit in the

models for younger subjects was consistently poorer (judging

by indices such as the goodness-of-fit index or the ratio

Chi-square/df) than the fit of the corresponding models in

the old subjects. The main difference resided in the extent

to which the results confirmed a speed hypothesis. The first

order factors with the exception of Symbolic Perceptual

Speed were found to be significantly related to age in the

young subjects. This is a remarkable result considering the

young age of the subjects and the narrow range of ages (18

to 33). Should this represent a real age change a speed

hypothesis will predict, as in the case of older subjects, a

small or nonsignificant direct path from age to Gf. However,

only in the model with Card Sorting was that the case. In

the other three cases—of Figural Perceptual Speed, Choice

Reaction Time, and Sternberg Reaction Time—the direct paths
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from age to Gf were significant and represented direct

effects on Gf somewhat larger in magnitude than the indirect

effects through speed. A model using three of these factors—

Figural Perceptual Speed, Choice Reaction Time and Card

Sorting—was estimated for young subjects in parallel to the

model estimated for old subjects. This model, judging by the

goodness-of-fit index and by the ratio Chi-square/df fits
the data reasonably well, although some diagnostics (e.g.,

the existence of three normalized residuals greater than 2)

suggest the possibility of some mispecification. In this

model the direct path from age to fluid intelligence did not

reach significance and Figural Perceptual Speed emerged as

the mediator between age and Gf. Card Sorting and Choice

Reaction Time, while being age sensitive, did not affect Gf

to a sufficient degree to reach significance.

These results are rather complex. The model in which

three speed factors were entered simultaneously provided the

strongest evidence consistent with a speed hypothesis.

Figural Perceptual Speed, while less age sensitive than the

other factors, emerged here again as the most important

mediator because of its impact on Gf. However, there is a

degree of dissonance between these results and the results

obtained in the simpler models containing only one factor of

speed. In these cases the direct path to speed seemed more

important than the indirect effect through a speed latent

variable. It is possible, of course, that the three speed
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variables in the simultaneous model accounted together for

enough variance in Gf that the direct path will be rendered

nonsignificant. The fact that the models for younger

subjects in general fit the data less well than those for

the older subjects undermines to some extent the credibility

of the models for young subjects.

It is pertinent to ask whether the relationship age—

speed in the younger may be a result of some

selection effect and if this is so how this may effect the

interpretation of the findings. The older subjects in this

young group could have a somewhat reduced speed of

processing information and a somewhat reduced fluid

intelligence as a result of not being so actively involved

in studying, exams, etc. If this is indeed the case, then a

decline in speed mediating a decline in Gf may be not

necessarily a biological phenomenon but it may be a social

and cultural phenomenon.

Fluid and Crystallized Intelligence

The results presented evidence for a relationship

between fluid and crystallized intelligence. In both young

and old subjects the standardized coefficient for this path

in the various models was about .6.—a result which is

consistent with the notion of investment in Cattell's theory

of fluid and crystallized intelligence (Cattell, 1987).

Other exogenous variables than age may affect speed and

through speed Gf and Gc or may affect Gf and Gc directly.
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The variables used here were level of education and (for

older subjects only) subjective health. Education affected

speed in two of the five models with old subjects: the model

with Symbolic Perceptual Speed and the model with Figural

Perceptual Speed. In young subjects all five factors were

affected. However, when three speed factors were included in

the same model education affected significantly only Figural

Perceptual Speed in older subjects. In the young subjects

education affected all three speed factors in the

simultaneous model. Education also affects directly both

fluid and crystallized intelligence in old subjects. This

result has been obtained in all models with one first order

and also when several first order factors of speed were

entered simultaneously in the same model. In the young an

effect of education on Gf was obtained in all models with a

first order factor of speed, except for the model with Card

Sorting. However, when three factors of speed were included

in the same model the effect This last result

in the young group is consistent with Cattell's theory of

fluid and crystallized intelligence according to which fluid

intelligence is genetically determined. The fact that in

older people, as indicated by all the estimated models, both

aspects of intelligence are affected by education requires

some comments. First, it is plausible that fluid

intelligence (and crystallized intelligence) determines to a

certain extent the level of education. People with a higher



intelligence tend to acquire a higher education. Since

reciprocal paths from fluid and crystallized intelligence

were not included (for identification reasons) in the
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evaluated models, the covariance between these two variables

could have expressed itself in the path from education to

Gf. Another consideration is based on the fact that in

Cattell's theory it is Gf at a relatively early stage in

life that determines Gc at a later stage (Cattell, 1987).

The variables in the estimated models are aspects of

intelligence measured at the same time and in the case of

older subjects at a late stage in life when fluid

intelligence could have suffered already a significant

decline. Assuming these declines to be steeper in subjects
of lower education, education would predict Gf as a result

of the relationship between it and rate of decline.

Longitudinal data during the whole lifespan are necessary

for a more adequate examination of the relationships between

fluid and crystallized intelligence on one hand and

education on the other hand.

Integration and Future Directions

The speed hypothesis constitutes an attempt to provide

a comprehensive account for changes in cognitive abilities.

There is a great amount of evidence in the professional

literature indicating declines in speed of information

processing with increased age and indicating declines in

aspects of intelligence with increased age (e.g.,
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Cunningham, 1987), in particular aspects usually included in

fluid intelligence. On the other hand, there are findings

suggesting stability and even increases in other aspects of

intelligence such as vocabulary or information (e.g., Horn

et al., 1981). It seems therefore that, while a speed

hypothesis may possibly give a satisfactory account to

declines in intelligence, it cannot account for increases

and/or stability. It is possible, however, to do this in a

framework consistent with a speed interpretation by using

additional theoretical concepts to construct models

compatible with more than one theoretical perspective. The

present model is a relatively simple example for a model

which, in an admittedly schematic way, combines notions

taken from a speed explanation with notions based on the

theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence. The present

findings suggest that such an approach has some merit. The

relation between crystallized intelligence and age was

positive in both age groups indicating that older adults had

larger vocabularies and knowledge. The relationship between

age and fluid intelligence was however negative, indicating
that older subjects are less efficient in completing

patterns of , numbers or letters. Speed mediates the

impact of age on fluid intelligence and further affects

intelligence through the mediation of Gf. This

mediatory process does not leave much for the direct path

between age and Gf but it comes together with an important
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path relating age to Gc. In this way, a speed explanation

finds its place in a model which includes crystallized

intelligence in addition to fluid intelligence.

The models tested here are schematic and may be

improved in different ways. First, longitudinal models using

longitudinal data for their evaluation are better in terms

of their capability of excluding interpretations based on

selection effects or on cohort differences as alternatives

to a biological slowing. Longitudinal data collected at the

right intervals may also allow a more adequate testing of

the investment notion of the fluid and crystallized theory.

A second way to improve the models is to include in

them additional variables, such as strategy variables or

adjustments, which may play a role in a processing rate

theory of cognitive aging and which supposedly mediate or

affect the relation between age and fluid intelligence

(Salthouse, 1985b).

The present study indicates that it is plausible that

more than one speed factor—and therefore more than one

basic mechanism—is responsible for the decline in fluid

intelligence with increased age. However, the quest for

basic, biological factors which affect cognitive changes

should not be restricted to speed factors. There is evidence

which seems to indicate that other related measures, such as

attention measures (Horn, 1982; Stankov, 1988) are promising

in this kind of explanation.



APPENDIX A
GOODNESS OF FIT INDICES

This appendix provides a nonmathematical treatment to

the topic of indices of fit used in the evaluation of

structural models. The emphasis is on indices of fit which

are provided by LISREL, or which are likely to be used in

relation to the LISREL program. This appendix draws heavily

from Mulaik et al. (1989).

The Normed Fit Index (NFI)

This index was described by Bentler and Bonett (1980),

is also called the Bentler-Bonett index and is based on a

comparison between a measure of lack of fit (such as a Chi-

square for a maximum likelihood estimation) of the target

model and a measure of lack of fit of a "null model". Given

that the purpose of the target model is to account for

relationships between variables, a natural null model is one

which assumes that the covariances between the observed

variables in the population are zero. The index may be

described as the proportion of information about association

between variables explained by the model. In the case of

maximum likelihood estimation it can be computed using in

the numerator the difference between the Chi-square of the

model to be evaluated and the Chi-square of the null model

123
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and in the denominator the Chi-square of the null model. The

index may have values in the range of 0 to 1. Values of .9

or above are considered in general as indicative of a good

fit (Bentler & Bonett, 1980). The index has been shown to be

affected by sample size (Marsh, Balia, & McDonald, 1988). In

general, the index tends to increase with an increase in

sample size and indices based on samples of 100 or less tend

to underestimate substantially the asymptotic value.

The LISREL's Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI)

Joreskog and Sorbom (1984) described this index which

is provided by LISREL. The index is based on a comparison

between the estimated covariance matrix (that is, the one

reproduced by the model) and the sample covariance matrix.

Mulaik et al. (1989) have shown that the general form of

this index is that of a coefficient of determination: 1-

(error variance/total variance). The index receives values

between 0 and 1 although theoretically it may be negative.

In general it is comparable in magnitude to the normed index

of fit. In a Monte Carlo study (Anderson & Gerbing, 1984) it

was found that the index tends to decrease with an increase

in the number of factors and/or indicators. Joreskog and

Sorbom (1984) argued that the index is independent of the

sample size. Marsh et al. (1988) in their Monte Carlo study

have found, however, that the index is affected by sample

size, although less than the normed index of fit (Mulaik et



al., 1989). The statistical distribution of the index is

unknown.

The Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI)

This index is a linear transformation of the GFI which

takes into consideration the number of degrees of freedom of

the model versus the total number of degrees of freedom

available. The latter is l/2*k*(k+l), where k is the number

of observed variables analyzed in the model. For a model

that does not estimate any parameter, AGFI=GFI. For models

that estimates many parameters (and have therefore only a

few degrees of freedom) the AGFI may receive negative values

even when the corresponding GFI is highly positive. In

general AGFI<GFI and the AGFI is closer to GFI in more

parsimonious models, e.g. in models which evaluates only a

few parameters on the basis of a large number of degrees of

freedom (relative to the total number available). As such

the AGFI may be considered an index of parsimony. However,

as Mulaik et al., (in press) have shown, there are better

indices of parsimony available.

The LISREL's Root-Mean-Square-Residual (RMR)

Joreskog and Sorbom (1984) defined the RMR as the

square root of the mean of squared residuals. For

correlation matrices the RMR may receive values between 0

and 1. For covariance matrices RMR has no upper bound and

should be interpreted relative to the magnitude of the

variances and covariances of the observed variables. Monte
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Carlo studies (Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Marsh et al., 1988)

have shown that the RMR is very sensitive to changes in the

sample size tending to receive smaller values (corresponding

to a better fit) for larger samples.

Chi-Scruare and Chi-Souare/df

The LISREL program estimates the parameters of a model

by means of an iterative procedure which minimizes a

"fitting function". The value n-1 times the minimum value of

the fitting function is the likelihood ratio test statistic

for testing the model against the hypothesis that the

covariance matrix in the population is unconstrained. This

quantity, given that the model is correct and the sample

size large enough, has a Chi-square distribution with a

number of degrees of freedom given by the formula

df=l/2*k*(k+1)-t, where k is the number of observed

variables and t is the number of independent parameters

estimated (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1986). The Chi-square has an

expected value of df. It has been suggested that a good fit

requires a ratio of less than 3 or 2 (Carminess & Mclver,

1981). Occasionally, authors have been more liberal allowing

values smaller than 5 (Wheaton, Muthen, Alwin, & Summers,

1977). The Chi-square and Chi-square/df do not increase with

sample size if the model is true but do increase if the

model is false (Marsh et al., 1988).

The index Chi-square/df has been introduced as an

alternative to the use of Chi-square as a test statistic for
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testing the hypothesis that the covariance matrix in the

population is that implied by the model, versus the

hypothesis that the matrix is unconstrained. This use

presents several problems: small samples tend to produce

nonsignificant results encouraging acceptance of possibly

poor models. On the other hand, for moderate and large

samples even trivial departures of the tested model from the

true model tend to produce significant results entailing the

rejection of the tested model although this model is

essentially correct

Diagnostics of Fit

The LISREL program provides several items of

information which, although strictly speaking not indices,

are useful in an evaluation of the goodness of fit. These

are: normalized residuals, Q-plot and modification indices.

Residuals are discrepancies between the covariances

implied by the model and the corresponding covariances

observed in the data. They are normalized by dividing them

by an estimate of the standard deviation calculated on the

assumption that the model is correct. Normalized residuals

may be interpreted as standard scores and residuals greater

than 2 suggest that sampling variation cannot account for

the data. It has been argued (Herting & Costner, 1985) that

one can expect about 5% of the residuals to exceed 2 given

that the model is correct. This argument however does not
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take into account the fact that residuals in general are

correlated (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1984).

The Q-plot is obtained by plotting normalized residuals

on the horizontal axis and using normalized quantiles on the

vertical axis. By visual inspection it is possible to "fit"

a line to the points in this graph. A slope larger than one

indicates in general a greater proportion of small residuals

than the proportion that can be expected by chance and a

good fit. A slope less than one indicates a larger

proportion of normalized residuals than the proportion that

can be expected by chance and a poor fit. Slopes of about

one indicate moderate fit. In general, nonlinearities

suggest departure from normality or a poor fit or both. No

firm guidelines are however available for the interpretation

of nonlinearity (Hayduck, 1987).

Modification indices are provided by the LISREL program

for the fixed parameters. These indices are based on the

gain in fit (decrease in Chi-square) obtained upon a release

of the fixed parameter. Since freeing a fixed parameter

entails a loss of one degree of freedom, the new "improved"

model may not be better than the original model. The

difference in the Chi-squares of the two nested models is

distributed as a Chi-square with one degree of freedom which

is significant for values of above 3.8. Therefore,

modification indices of about 4 and higher indicate that
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significant improvements are possible (Herting & Costner,

1985) .

Modification indices should be used carefully for a

number of reasons. They were derived on the assumption that

the model is correctly specified. However, in typical

situations one is interested to test the model. Using

modification indices to improve the model up to the point

where it "passes the test" means capitalizing on chance and

renouncing any serious attempt to test the model as an

hypothesis (Cliff, 1983). In addition, models obtained by

freeing some of the fixed parameters may be not completely

identified any more.

Other Indices of Fit

Given any stand-alone index (i.e., an index based

exclusively on the target model), it is possible to derive

incremental fit indices using some standard procedures

(Marsh et al. 1988). These indices evaluate the target model

in relation to another nested model. The normed fit index is

of this type but a multitude of indices can be derived.

Two classes of indices of fit are of particular

interest: parsimony indices and relative indices (Mulaik et

al., 1989). Parsimony indices take into consideration not

only goodness of fit but the extent to which a model is

parsimonious, i.e., makes use of a small part of the degrees

of freedom available in the target model. Relative indices

have been proposed to deal with the task of evaluating the
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structural model apart from the measurement model

accompanying it. Thus Mulaik et al., (1989) defined a

relative normed fixed index for the structural model. The

index is based on several lack-of-fit indices (Chi-squares)

corresponding to: the target model, the model of

uncorrelated latent variables (the null model), and the

measurement model of the target model. The index is defined

by a ratio that has as numerator the difference in the Chi-

squares corresponding to the null and the target model. The

denominator is defined as the difference in the Chi-squares

corresponding to the null and the measurement model, with a

correction for bias. Assuming that two structural models

have identical Chi-squares, the model with a "weaker" (in

the sense of a poorer fit to data) measurement model is

likely to have a higher relative normed fit index.

Relationships between Indices of Fit

It is important to point out that the relationships

between various indices are far from being perfect. Marsh et

al., (1988) presented correlations of 29 indices of fit

based on 280 covariance matrices representing 4 data sets

and 7 sample sizes. The number of degrees of freedom was

kept constant. In this sample GFI and AGFI correlated -.46

with Chi-square/df. NFI correlated only .19 with GFI and

AGFI and .13 with Chi-square/df.
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Indices of Fit for the User of LISREL

The following indices are provided by the program or

calculated easily on the basis of the information provided:

Chi-square, Chi-square/df, GFI, AGFI, RMR. The program

provides also (as an option) normalized residuals, Q-plot

and modification indices. A parsimonious GFI can be easily

computed multiplying the GFI by the ratio of the number of

degrees of freedom of the target model to the total number

of degrees of freedom available.

Computation of other indices often requires the

analysis of additional models. For the computation of NFI,

the Chi-square of an adequate null model is necessary.

Relative indices of fit may be calculated knowing the Chi-

square of the measurement model and the Chi-square of a

model that assumes uncorrelated latent variables, in

addition to the Chi-squares of the target model. Parsimony

indices, as indicated above in the case of the parsimonious

GFI, can be easily computed by multiplying the appropriate

index by a "parsimony ratio".



APPENDIX B
RAW DATA
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Variance

Variable

Age

Hlth

Edu

Age

17.927

Hlth

-.090

.151

Edu

3.160

-.128

11.53

PI

-1.491

1.451

15.055

P2

-8.875

-1.496

5.078

P4

-.406

-1.397

9.421

P31

-6.361

-.786

4.004

P32

-6.411

-.651

3.348

PSC

-10.685

-.720

5.639

SRT

-1.331

-.202

.520

CRT1

-1.315

-.138

-.045

CRT2

-.422

-.117

-.088

MFW

-.077

-.181

.591

HFW

-.236

-.132

.194

NPR

-.247

-.088

.509

LPR

-.494

-.067

.235

CS1

-.513

-.086

.281

CS2

-.119

-.053

.259

CS3

-.285

-.034

.081

PM

-2.182

-1.056

14.085

LS

-2.339

-.353

5.298

NS

-.285

-.242

4.666

FR

-1.219

-.149

2.136

VOC

7.856

-.538

18.983

V5

10.638

-.399

18.564

INF

2.719

-.224

8.549
Covariance PI 266.447 99.463 130.861 42.944 64.079 90.318 10.231 5.532 5.633 11.773 9.687 8.860 8.702 5.936 4.363 2.773 91.758 39.629 25.693 16.736 75.683 55.199 30.074

Matrix P2 138.929 118.661 44.556 41.446 67.574 7.464 5.048 4.476 9.232 6.382 5.502 5.693 4.425 2.666 2.050 62.779 30.716 18.931 11.405 39.036 20.225 13.409
forOldSs P4P31 161.313 45.046

45.668

50.458

33.133

74.427

47.611

10.207

5.529

4.565

3.704

5.366

3.110

11.324

4.181

8.401

3.985

8.000

3.868

8.327

4.187

5.175

2.940

3.437

1.817

2.176

1.387

69.268

39.832

36.090

19.705

22.197

11.535

13.486

7.193

57.233

24.831

43.014

15.751

23.541

10.540

P32PSC 47.316 51.526

104.103
6.266

8.998

3.209

5.070

2.865

5.146

4.388

8.125

4.211

8.296

3.784

6.941

4.143

7.417

2.928

5.028

1.977

3.115

1.339

1.981

42.333

55.919

19.144

28.287

10.542

14.971

7.078

10.463

27.437

43.702

17.668

26.736

11.141

17.218



Table—continued

Variable

SRT

CRT1

CRT2

MFW

HFW

NPR

LPR

CS1

CS2

SRT

7.297

CRT1

1.728

2.066

CRT2

1.542

1.023

1.443

MFW

2.317

1.394

1.488

3.415

HFW

1.895

1.306

1.258

2.253

2.4

NPR

1.897

1.108

1.156

2.217

1.755

2.441

LPR

1.427

.999

.872

1.760

1.520

1.730

2.165

CS1

.796

.515

.495

.810

.731

.580

.579

.685

CS2

.482

.264

.291

.527

.441

.394

.409

.350

.286

CS3

.363

.265

.234

.384

.346

.262

.298

.234

.163

PM

10.212

5.808

4.891

6.573

6.561

5.689

5.854

4.514

2.748

LS

4.602

2.213

2.591

3.298

3.350

2.806

2.998

1.899

1.205

NS

2.815

1.724

1.336

2.139

1.955

1.623

1.792

1.396

.837

FR

1.914

.902

.898

1.571

1.250

1.164

1.161

.774

.488

VOC

5.508

4.720

3.016

6.325

4.861

4.496

4.620

3.824

2.371

V5

5.339

2.768

2.281

4.679

3.192

3.480

2.866

2.453

1.600

INF

2.493

1.659

1.426

2.876

1.824

1.903

1.509

1.423

.873
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Table—continued

Variable

CS3

PM

LS

NS

FR

VOC

V5

INF

CS3

.164

PM

2.120

128.709

LS

.950

38.339

25.257

NS

.684

29.593

11.334

12.860

FR

.383

13.936

6.278

4.595

5.654

VOC

1.550

78.897

22.140

23.657

9.592

130.816

V5

.822

63.138

18.812

19.806

7.601

93.908

93.618

INF

.587

31.796

9.126

10.096

4.416

42.006

37.069

21.414

Note:Thelettersdenotethefollowingvariables:Hlth—SubjectiveHealth;Edu— Education;PI—FindingA's;P2—NumberComparison;P4—LetterComparison;P31and P32—IdenticalPictures;SRT—SimpleRT;CRT1andCRT2—ChoiceRTtasks;CS1,CS2, CS3—CardSortingTasks;PM—ProgressiveMatrices;LS—LetterSeries;NS—Number Series;FR—FiguralRelations;VOC—WAISVocabulary;V5—AdvancedVocabulary;INF— WAISInformation.
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Variance-Covariance
Variable Age Edu PI P2 P4 P31 P32 PSC SRT CRT1 CRT2 MFW HFW NPR LPR CS1 CS2 CS3 PM

LS NS FR VOC V5 INF

Age 19.279 4.260 -.178 -1.659 -1.139 -3.910 -4.460 -3.678 -.319 -1.022 -1.179 -.959 -1.523 -1.125 -1.526 -.773 -.610 -.455 -3.542 -6.887 -3.570 -1.240 8.479 11.123 2.425

Edu 9.589 14.609 9.094 11.217 3.514 4.875 2.665 1.215 .738 .588 1.258 -.02 .533 .679 .183 .208 .263 4.584 2.947 2.409 .665 15.225 9.122 6.806

PI 476.436 97.254 141.802 46.481 72.098 86.770 6.563 4.978 6.582 14.113
..826 7.471 7.106 4.747 4.373 2.496 43.142 43.491 19.946 6.433 98.360 37.843 25.551

P2 147.306 121.053 36.192 47.756 59.294 3.234 3.078 4.373 7.337 8.001 5.178 5.749 3.754 2.710 2.405 27.122 31.221 20.114 6.511 45.351 18.869 14.841

MatrixforYoungSs P4

P31

PSC

SRT

161.512 46.248 61.268 84.629 5.342

44.514 41.964 53.982 4.434

60.293 63.056 5.446

136.449 5.418

4.947

3.312

2.796

3.106

3.103

1.328

4.750

3.023

3.177

4.199

1.255

7.311

4.575

6.185

7.259

1.349

3.891

5.138

3.589

3.693

4.582

5.452

4.351

4.752

6.558

1.248

5.354

3.561

4.318

5.587

.942

4.354

2.937

3.289

4.033

.462

3.056

2.126

2.368

3.263

.276

2.388

1.485

1.786

2.253

.218

30.861

21.838

25.581

36.310

4.891

34.166

18.387

24.662

35.879

3.568

18.998

9.973

13.985

18.643

2.882

7.155

4.202

5.162

9.690

1.005

69.604

30.148

36.504

58.188

7.296

23.868

7.869

11.577

18.110

2.984

20.334

7.806

10.948

17.058

2.049



Table—continued

Variable

CRT1

CRT2

MFW

HFW

NPR

LPR

CS1

CS2

CRT1

1.894

CRT2

1.036

1.490

MFW

1.307

1.139

2.931

HFW

.995

1.116

1.703

2.700

NPR

1.008

1.065

1.740

1.773

2.460

LPR

.961

1.067

1.548

1.666

1.553

2.454

CS1

.360

.419

.504

.431

.429

.458

.509

CS2

.265

.286

.433

.315

.343

.402

.269

.296

CS3

.187

.237

.350

.271

.254

.302

.203

.161

PM

2.133

2.524

3.740

3.462

3.846

3.496

1.736

1.525

LS

2.212

2.946

4.103

2.713

2.849

3.678

1.696

1.637

NS

1.868

1.813

3.139

2.301

2.215

2.652

1.092

1.056

FR

.542

.620

.915

.802

.885

.735

.382

.346

VOC

1.513

3.049

6.801

5.437

6.475

6.127

1.388

1.666

V5

-.595

.445

2.261

.971

2.086

1.760

.085

.395

INF

.839

.980

2.234

1.512

2.094

2.278

.572

.489



Table—continued

Variable

CS3

PM

LS

NS

FRC

VOC

V5

INF

CS3

.152

PM

1.108

51.017

LS

1.272

27.600

34.503

NS

.808

18.122

16.899

13.882

FRC

.243

7.764

5.484

3.442

3.123

VOC

1.286

52.890

36.042

22.399

7.855

172.778

V5F

.345

19.606

13.548

9.230

2.406

70.323

59.546

INF

.470

19.637

12.225

8.684

2.810

49.763

26.019

24.326

Note:Thelettersdenotethefollowingvariables:Hlth—SubjectiveHealth;Edu— Education?PI—FindingA's;P2—NumberComparison;P4—LetterComparison;P31andP32— IdenticalPictures;SRT—SimpleRT;CRT1andCRT2—ChoiceRTtasks;CS1,CS2,CS3—Card SortingTasks;PM—ProgressiveMatrices;LS—LetterSeries;NS—NumberSeries;FR— FiguralRelations;VOC—WAISVocabulary;V5—AdvancedVocabulary;INF—WAISInformation.
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